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We use the Valentiner action of A6 on CIP2 to develop an it-

erative algorithm for the solution of the general sextic equation

over C, analogous to Doyle and McMullen’s algorithm for the

quintic.

1. INTRODUCTION

1A. OverviewDoyle and McMullen [1989] devised an iterative so-lution to the �fth degree polynomial. At the coreof the method is a rational mapping f of C P 1 withthe icosahedral symmetry of a general quintic. Alge-braically, this means that f commutes with a groupof M�obius transformations that is isomorphic to thealternating group A5. Moreover, this A5-equivariantposseses reliable dynamics: for almost any initialpoint a 2 C P 1, the sequence of iterates fk(a) con-verges to one of the periodic cycles that comprise anicosahedral orbit; see [Doyle and McMullen 1989,p. 163] for a geometric description. This break-ing of A5-symmetry provides for a generally con-vergent quintic-solving algorithm: with almost any�fth-degree equation, associate a rational mappingthat has reliable dynamics and whose attractor con-sists of a single orbit from which one computes aroot.An algorithm that solves the sixth-degree equa-tion calls for a dynamical system with S6 or A6 sym-metry. Since neither S6 nor A6 acts on C P 1, atten-tion turns to higher dimensions. Acting on C P 2 is anA6-isomorphic group of projective transformationsfound by Valentiner in the late nineteenth century.The present work exploits this two-dimensional A6soccer ball in order to discover a Valentiner-sym-metric rational mapping of C P 2 whose dynamics ex-perimentally appear to be nice in the above sense|
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210 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 8 (1999), No. 3transferred to the C P 2 setting. This map providesthe central feature of a conjecturally generally con-vergent sextic-solving algorithm analogous to thatemployed in the quintic case.
1B. Solving Equations by IterationFor n � 4, the symmetric groups Sn act faithfullyon C P 1. Corresponding to each action is a mapwhose nice dynamics provides for algorithmic con-vergence to roots of a given nth-degree equation.For instance, Newton's method provides a direct it-erative solution to quadratic polynomials, but, dueto a lack of symmetry, not to higher degree equa-tions. My interests here are the geometric and dy-namical properties of complex projective mappingsrather than numerical estimates.The search for elegant complex geometry and dy-namics continues into degree �ve where A5 is the ap-propriate group, since S5 fails to act on the sphere.This reduction in the galois group requires the ex-traction of the square root of a polynomial's discrim-inant. Such root-taking is itself the result of a reli-able iteration, namely, Newton's method. In prac-tical terms, the Doyle-McMullen algorithm solvesa family of �fth-degree resolvents the members ofwhich possess A5 symmetry. A map with icosahe-dral symmetry and nice dynamics plays the leadingrole.Pressing on to the sixth-degree leads to the two-dimensional A6 action of the Valentiner group V.Here the problem shifts to one of �nding a nice V-symmetric mapping of C P 2 from whose attractorone calculates a given sextic's root. (The solutionprocedure follows that of the quintic algorithm: seeSection 4.) Providing the overall framework is thetwo-dimensional A6 analogue of the icosahedron.
1C. Proofs and ComputationsAt the moment, many of this work's results haveonly computational support; accordingly, I call them\facts". Furthermore, its conjectural nature callsfor a deeper understanding of Valentiner geometryand dynamics. As the theory of complex dynamicsin several dimensions develops more sophisticatedweaponry, the barricades to understanding mightbecome assailable. For now, I hope that these dis-coveries provide a stimulus to such development.

2. VALENTINER’S GROUP: THE A6 ACTION ON CIP2In 1884, Klein wroteIf . . . any equation f(x) = 0 is given, we willinvestigate what is the smallest number of vari-ables with which we can construct a group oflinear substitutions which is isomorphic withthe Galois group of f(x) = 0. [Klein 1913,p. 138]In the wake of the mid-nineteenth century ab-stractionist turn in mathematics the theory of grouprepresentations began to emerge. Part of the con-crete yield from work on symmetric groups was Val-entiner's discovery [1889] of a complex projectivegroup that is isomorphic to A6|the alternatinggroup of six things. Then Wiman [1895] exploredsome of the geometric and invariant structure de-termined by this action on the complex projectiveplane. A more thorough exposition appeared in[Fricke 1926].Here I take a new approach to the generation ofthe Valentiner group and then explore some of itsrich combinatorial geometry. The core of this workinvolves the development of a combinatorially sen-sitive description of the basic geometric structures.In so doing, I reproduce some of the Wiman andFricke results. The study culminates in an accountof the system of Valentiner-invariant polynomialsand, thereby, lays the algebraic foundation for con-structing Valentiner-symmetric mappings of C P 2.
2A. Basics of A6These are the nonidentity elements of A6 classi�edby order and cycle-structure:order structure # of elements2 (ab)(cd) 45 = 12� 64� � 3!3 (abc) 40 = � 63� � 23 (abc)(def) 40 = � 63� � 24 (abcd)(ef) 90 = � 64� � 3!5 (abcde) 144 = 6 � 4!Sitting inside A6 are twelve versions of A5 that de-compose into two conjugate systems of six:
(1) the stabilizers Stabfkg of one thing, and
(2) the permutations of the six pairs of antipodalicosahedral vertices under rotation.



Crass: Solving the Sextic by Iteration: A Study in Complex Geometry and Dynamics 211Acting by conjugation, A6 permutes each of the twosystems individually. A given A5 subgroup �xes it-self set-wise and permutes its �ve conjugates accord-ing to the rotational icosahedral group's action onthe �ve cubes found in the icosahedron. Meanwhile,the other system of six subgroups undergo the per-mutations of the six pairs of antipodal vertices. Con-sequently, the intersection of two A5 subgroups inthe same system is isomorphic to A4|the tetrahe-dral rotations|while two in di�erent systems givea dihedral group D5.
2B. Generating the Valentiner GroupAn A5 subgroup of A6, say Stabf1g, extends to A6by addition of the generator (12)(3456). Further-more, this order-four element generates an S4 overthe A4 subgrouph(35)(46); (456)i � Stabf1g:This structure suggests a method for producing anA6-isomorphic group V in PGL3(C ):
(1) take a tetrahedral subgroup T of an icosahedralgroup I;
(2) by addition of an order-4 transformation Q, ex-tend T to an octahedral group O = hT; Qi;
(3) generate V = hI; Qi ' A6.

x1 x2

x3

FIGURE 1. The icosahedron in octahedral coordinates.The 15 pairs of antipodal edges of the standardicosahedron decompose into �ve triples such thatthree lines joining antipodal edge-midpoints are mu-tually perpendicular. Stabilizing each such triple isone of the �ve tetrahedral subgroups of the icosahe-dral group. Alternatively, the lines in such a triple

correspond to the two-fold rotational axes of a tetra-hedron whose four vertices are face-centers of theicosahedron, as in Figure 1. With such a triple oflines as coordinate axes, in octahedral coordinatesfx1; x2; x3g, the pointsA = �[1; 1; 1]; [�1;�1; 1]; [1;�1;�1]; [�1; 1;�1]	constitute a set of tetrahedral vertices, where thebrackets indicate homogeneous coordinates for pro-jective space, as usual. The corresponding tetrahe-dral group T = Stab(A) consists of the identity andthe 11 orthogonal transformations:Z1=�1 0 00 �1 00 0 �1� ; Z2=��1 0 00 1 00 0 �1� ; Z3=��1 0 00 �1 00 0 1� ;T1=� 0 0 11 0 00 1 0� ; T 21 =� 0 1 00 0 11 0 0� ;T2=� 0 0 �11 0 00 �1 0� ; T 22 =� 0 1 00 0 �1�1 0 0� ;T3=� 0 0 �1�1 0 00 1 0� ; T 23 =� 0 �1 00 0 1�1 0 0� ;T4=� 0 0 1�1 0 00 �1 0� ; T 24 =� 0 �1 00 0 �11 0 0� :Being orthogonal, T preserves the quadratic formC(x) = x21 + x22 + x23;hence also the conic C = fC = 0g in C P 2. Thisconic contains two sets of orbits of size four: two ofthe points �xed projectively by each of the three-fold Tk. This is a manifestation of the pairs of an-tipodal tetrahedra found in the icosahedron, that is,tetrahedra obtained from one another by negatingall coordinates. The third �xed point is one of theelements of the set A above. With � = e2�i=3 therespective points arev1 = [�; �2; 1];v2 = [��; ��2; 1];v3 = [��; �2; 1];v4 = [�; ��2; 1];
v�1 = [�2; �; 1];v�2 = [��2; ��; 1];v�3 = [��2; �; 1];v�4 = [�2; ��; 1]:The barred notation v�a derives from Fricke, beingsuggested by an antiholomorphic relationship be-tween the two systems of tetrahedra. Indeed, in thex coordinates chosen above, the conjugation mapx! �x exchanges a tetrahedron and its antipode.
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Q = 0@ 1 0 00 0 �20 �� 0

1A
cyclically permutes the va but not the v�a, while�Q = 0@ 1 0 00 0 �0 ��2 0

1A
cyclically permutes the v�a but not the va. Also,Q2 = �Q2 = Z1. Since PGL3(C ) is four-times transi-tive, Q and �Q are the unique such projective trans-formations. Accordingly, the groups O = hT; Qi and�O = hT; �Qi are octahedral, that is, isomorphic to S4.

u1 u2
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FIGURE 2. The icosahedron in icosahedral coordinates.Extending T to an icosahedral group I requires aprojective transformation P of order �ve that pre-serves C and point-wise �xes a pair of antipodal icos-ahedral vertices. One way of producing such a P isto turn the icosahedron of Figure 1 as in Figure 2, sothat a pair of antipodal vertices corresponds to thepoint [0; 1; 0], i.e., to the a�ne points (0;�1; 0). Inthese icosahedral coordinates fu1; u2; u3g the desiredtransformation of order �ve is
Pu =

0BBB@ cos 2�5 0 � sin 2�50 1 0sin 2�5 0 cos 2�5
1CCCA :

The change of basis from octahedral to icosahedralcoordinates is
u = Ax = 0@ c �s 0s c 00 0 1

1A0@x1x2x3
1A ;

where c =s5 +p510 ; s =s5�p510 :Thus, in icosahedral coordinates, the conic form pre-served by I is C(u) = u21 + u22 + u23;while P has the expression
Px = A�1PuA = 12 0@ 1 ��1 ����1 � 1� �1 ��1

1A ;
with � = 1 +p52 :Finally, I = hT; P i. This produces two Valentinergroups distinguished by chirality:V = hI; Qi; V = hI; �Qi:Our terms \octahedral coordinates" and \icosahe-dral coordinates" are from Fricke [1926, pp. 263 �.].His octahedral generators are nearly those above. Inhis icosahedral coordinates, the conic form isCFricke(z) = z1z3 + z22 :The change of coordinates B that yields C(Bz) =CFricke(z) is B = 0@ 1 0 i0 1 01 0 �i

1A :
Set " = e2�i=5 and Z = Z2. The generators Zu =AZxA�1 and Pu = APxA�1 become Fricke's icosa-hedral generators T and S [1926, p. 263]:
Zz = BZuB�1 = 1p5

0BBBBB@
�1 +p52 2 �1 +p521 1 1�1 +p52 2 �1 +p52

1CCCCCA
= 1p5

0@ "2 + "3 2 "+ "41 1 1"+ "4 2 "2 + "3
1A

and Pz = BPuB�1 = 0@ " 0 00 1 00 0 "4
1A :
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2C. Valentiner Geometry

Icosahedral conics. Since a ternary icosahedral grouphas an orthogonal representation on R 3, its com-plexi�cation stabilizes the quadratic formC(x) = x21 + x22 + x23over C , hence also the conic C = fC(x) = 0g in C P 2.For reasons that will become clear, the two systemsof six icosahedral groups I�k and Ik in V receive thedesignations \barred" and \unbarred". Correspond-ing to each of the twelve icosahedral subgroups of Vis a quadratic form C�a or Ca and conic C�a or Cathat I�a or Ia preserves. Thereby, each such conicpossesses the structure of an icosahedron.Call the form above C�1. The action of V producesthe �ve remaining forms. With � = (3 + p15 i)=4,we haveC�1(x)= x21+x22+x23;C�2(x)=C�1(Q�1x) = x21+�2x22+�x23;C�3(x)=C�2(P�4x)= ���3 (x21+�x22+�2x23)+(�2x1x2+�x1x3�x2x3)�;C�4(x)=C�2(P�3x)= ���3 (�x21+�2x22+x23)+(�x1x2+�2x1x3+�x2x3)�;C�5(x)=C�2(P�2x)= ���3 (�x21+�2x22+x23)�(x1x2+�2x1x3+�x2x3)�;C�6(x)=C�2(P�1x)= ���3 (x21+�x22+�2x23)+(�2x1x2��x1x3+x2x3)�:The action of V is given as follows (where, as before,Z = Z2):P : C�1 $ C�1; C�2 ! C�6 ! C�5 ! C�4 ! C�3 ! C�2;Z : C�1 $ C�1; C�2 $ C�2; C�3 $ �2C�4; C�5 $ �C�6;Q : C�1 $ C�2; C�3 ! C�6 ! �2C�5 ! �2C�4 ! C�3:Direct calculation yields this result:
Proposition 2.1. The quadratic forms C �m are linearlyindependent and so span the six dimensional space ofternary quadratic forms. In particular , an unbarredconic form Ca is a linear combination of the C �m thatis invariant under the icosahedral group Ia.To be speci�c, the \5-cycle" P belongs to I�1 andto an unbarred icosahedral group|say I3|so thatthe indexing agrees with that of Fricke. (Recall that

the intersection of two nonconjugate A5 subgroupsof A6 is a D5.) Relative or projective invarianceunder P requires C3 to take the formC3 = �C�1 + C�2 + C�3 + C�4 + C�5 + C�6:To determine the constant, apply to the C �m an ele-ment T of I3 that does not belong to I�1, say one ofthe 20 elements of order three in I3. Recalling theassociation between I3 and the permutations of thesix pairs of antipodal icosahedral vertices labeledaccording to the action of P , such a transforma-tion corresponds to a double 3-cycle of the form(abc)(def). Speci�cally, the permutation (164)(235)used below corresponds to an element of I3.The action of the generators on the conics C �m isgiven by the permutation of the indices:P : (26543);Z : (34)(56);Q : (12)(3654):Computation in A6 yields the correspondenceT = QP 2QPQ3 : (164)(235):Moreover, the action on the conic forms isT : C�1 ! C�6 ! �C�4 ! C�1; C�2 ! �C�3 ! �2C�5 ! C�2;so thatC3(T�1x) = �2C�1 + �(C�2 + C�3 + C�4 + C�5) + �C�6:The projective invariance under T of the conic C3 =fC3 = 0g requires � = �. Accordingly,C3(T�1x) = �2C�1 + �(C�2 + C�3 + C�4 + C�5 + C�6)= �C3(x):Just as the barred forms stem from C�1, the re-maining unbarred conic forms arise from C3 (again,our indices are chosen to agree with Fricke's labels):C1(x) = C2(P�1x)= C�1+�C�2+C�3+�2C�4+C�5+�C�6= ����2x21+ 43�2x22+�x23+2�(��1)x1x3�;C2(x) = C3(Q�1x)= C�1+�C�2+�C�3+C�4+�2C�5+C�6= ����2x21+ 43�2x22+�x23�2�(��1)x1x3�;



214 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 8 (1999), No. 3C3(x) = �C�1+C�2+C�3+C�4+C�5+C�6= �����x21+�2x22+ 43�2x23+2�(��1)x1x2�;C4(x) = C2(P�3x)= C�1+�2C�2+C�3+�C�4+�C�5+C�6= ����x21+�2x22+ 43�2x23�2�(��1)x1x2�;C5(x) = C2(P�2x)= C�1+C�2+�2C�3+C�4+�C�5+�C�6= ��� 43�2x21+�x22+�2x23+2�(��1)x2x3�;C6(x) = C2(P�4x)= C�1+C�2+�C�3+�C�4+C�5+�2C�6= ��� 43�2x21+�x22+�2x23�2�(��1)x2x3�:Application of V yieldsP : C3 $ C3; C1 ! C5 ! C4 ! C6 ! C2 ! C1;Z : C1 $ C1; C2 $ C2; C3 $ �C4; C5 $ C6;Q : C5 $ C6; C1 ! C3 ! C2 ! �C4 ! C1:
Antiholomorphic symmetry. The one-dimensional icos-ahedral group G60 acts on two sets of �ve tetrahedraeach of which corresponds to a quadruple of pointsin C P 1. However, no element of the group sends thetetrahedra of one set to those of the other. Such anexchange occurs by means of anti-holomorphic mapsof degree one. Of these, 15 correspond to reectionsthrough the 15 great circles of reective icosahedralsymmetry; the remaining 45 are the various \odd"compositions of the 15 basic reections|e.g., theantipodal map. Extending the holomorphic G60 bysuch an \anti-involution" produces the group �G120of all 120 symmetries of the icosahedron. The 15icosahedral reections generate this extended groupwhile their even products result in G60. In coordi-nates where one of the great circles corresponds tothe real axis, the associated anti-involution is com-plex conjugation: in homogeneous coordinates,[x1; x2]! [�x1; �x2]:The Valentiner analogues of the tetrahedra arethe two systems of conics. Are there ternary anti-involutions that exchange the barred and unbarredconics? If so, can they take the form[x1; x2; x3]! [�x1; �x2; �x3] ?

Fricke answered both questions a�rmatively [1926,pp. 270{271, 286{289]. (See below for a combinato-rial geometric computation of this additional sym-metry.) In the current octahedral coordinates, thisbar-unbar map isbub[x1; x2; x3] = [�2 �x1���x3;��(�+�) �x2;���x1��x3]:The action on the conic forms is:C1(bub(x)) = ��2C�1(x);C2(bub(x)) = ��C�2(x);C3(bub(x)) = �C�3(x);C4(bub(x)) = �C�4(x);C5(bub(x)) = ��2C�5(x);C6(bub(x)) = ��C�6(x);where � = 12(3 + p15 i). (The match between C�aand Ca is no accident. Fricke used this map to dubthe unbarred conics.)
Proposition 2.2. The group V2�360 = hV;bubi is a de-gree two extension of V.
Proof. For T 2 V, the composition T 0 = bub � T �bub is a projective transformation that permutes theconics within a system. Therefore it belongs to V.�Concerning the form of a bub map, there are coor-dinate systems in which its expression is conjuga-tion of each coordinate. While interesting in theirown right, such coordinates also yield computationalbene�ts. Some of the Valentiner structure suggestsa means of achieving this diagonalization. I will takeup the topic once the relevant framework is in place.
Special orbits. Some of the special icosahedral pointson a conic C�a occur at the intersections of C�a andthe other 11 conics.
Fact 2.3. Within a system, C�a meets each C �m (where�m 6= �a) in four tetrahedral points; this gives the 20face-centers on C�a.The overall result is a 60 point V-orbit O60. Sim-ilarly, the unbarred intersections yield O60. Alter-natively, each member of O60 (or O60) is a point�xed by one of the 20 barred (or unbarred) cyclicsubgroups of order three in V. (In A6, the barred-unbarred splitting manifests itself in the two struc-
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Fact 2.4. Across systems the intersection of C�a withthe Cb gives six pairs of antipodal icosahedral verticesfp �ab1 ; p �ab2g.These total to 72 = 6�12 points each of which is �xedunder one of 36 order-�ve cyclic groups hP�abi. Sincean icosahedral group is transitive on its vertices|indeed, some element I�a of order two exchanges p �ab1and p �ab2 , the 72 pointsO72 = fp �ab1 ja; b = 1; : : : ; 6g [ fp �ab2 ja; b = 1; : : : ; 6gform a V-orbit. A Valentiner exchange of p �ab1 andp �ab2 also transposes the lines L�ab2 and L�ab1 tangentto Ca and C�b at p �ab1 and p �ab2 . (The labeling of theselines in the subsubscript is arbitrary and is done soas to agree with the natural cases in which a pointdoes not reside on its associated line.) Hence, theintersection of these lines belongs to a 36-point orbit,as show in Figure 3. We will call them \36-points";in general, we will refer to special points and lines interms of the size of their orbits. Each 36-point p �abcorresponds to the 36-line L�ab = fL�ab = 0g passingthrough p �ab1 and p �ab2 . Furthermore, a dihedral D5stabilizes the triangle fp �ab1 ; p �ab2 ; p �abg:Dab = Stabfp �abg = Stabfp �ab1 ; p �ab2g= hP�ab; Zacbdi ' D5:An explanation of the indices attached to the ele-ment Zacbd of order two occurs below.

Cb C�a

fL�ab = 0g
fL�ab2 = 0g

fL�ab1 = 0g

p�ab1

p�ab2
p�ab

FIGURE 3. The triangle of one 36-point and two 72-points.

As for other special orbits, each of the 45 involu-tions Z in V is conjugate to0@ 1 0 00 �1 00 0 �1
1A :

In C P 2 each such Z �xes a point pZ and point-wise�xes a line LZ . Furthermore, Z is the square of anelement Q of order four. The three �xed points ofQ consist of pZ and two points (pQ)1 and (pQ)2 onLZ . Each of the latter points have a Z =4 stabilizerand so belong to a 90-point orbit O90. The pointspZ , having D4 stabilizers, give an orbit O45. Since Zacts trivially on LZ , the D4 action restricted to LZreduces to that of a Klein-four group. Finally, thegeneric points on a \45-line" lie in four-point orbitsand, overall, provide V-orbits of size 180.
The configuration of 45 lines and points. The intersec-tions of 45-lines yield special orbits of size less than180. Furthermore, the number of lines meeting atsuch a site p corresponds to the number of involu-tions in the stabilizer of p. Being D5-stable, a 36-point lies on �ve of the 45-lines. Similarly, four ofthe 45-lines meet at a 45-point while three concurat each of the 60 and 60-points. This accounts forall intersections of the 45-lines:36� 52�+ 45� 42�+ 60� 32�+ 60� 32� = � 452 �:On a 45-line there are four points of each type sothat the corresponding clusters of lines complete theremaining set of 44 lines:4 ( 436�points+ 345�points+ 260�points+ 260�points) = 44:Furthermore, only one involution �xes a 90-point.Hence, such points lie on just one of the 45-lines.Since a 72-point has a Z=5 stabilizer, O72 acquiresits exceptional status as the only special orbit thatis not a subset of the 45-lines.
Valentiner-speak. Given that the combinatorial rela-tionships among special objects derive from thoseat the level of conics, the special orbits should ad-mit description in a conic-based terminology. Westart with the observation that, by the Valentinerduality between special points and lines, whateverholds for such points also holds for the associatedlines. Thus, I will usually supress reference to oneor the other.



216 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 8 (1999), No. 3Already evident is the natural designation of 36,72-points in terms of one barred and one unbarredconic: fp �ab1 ; p �ab2g = C�a \ Cband p �ab is the pole of fp �ab1 ; p �ab2g with respect toC�a and Cb. Turning to the 45-points, a given involu-tion Z belongs to two tetrahedral subgroups of thebarred and unbarred icosahedral systems alike. IfZ preserves conics C�a, C�b, Cc, and Cd, then it doesso uniquely (see below). Accordingly, Zabcd, pabcd,and Labcd denote the transformation, correspondingpoint and line respectively. Alternatively, the 45-line Labcd contains the 36-points p �ac, p �ad, p�bc, p�bdor by duality, the 45-point pabcd lies at the intersec-tion of the 36-lines L�ac, L�ad, L�bc, L�bd. Furthermore,Labcd is an icosahedral axis of order two for C�a, C�b,Cc, and Cd, while the intersectionsLabcd \ C�a; Labcd \ C�b; Labcd \ Cc; Labcd \ Cdcorrespond to the antipodal pairs of edge midpoints.Of course, the labels for the pair of 90-points|eachof which Zabcd �xes|should be pabcd1 and pabcd2 .12 13 14 15 16 23 24 25 26 34 35 36 45 46 5612 � � �13 � � �14 � � �15 � � �16 � � �23 � � �24 � � �25 � � �26 � � �34 � � �35 � � �36 � � �45 � � �46 � � �56 � � �
FIGURE 4. Combinatorial scheme for the Valentiner group.Now, given a 45-line Labcd, which four of the 45-points belong to it? Since there are 15 = � 62� choiceseach for the pre�x ab and su�x cd, a 15 � 15 ar-ray with 45 distinguished entries depicts the con-�guration of 45-points and lines: see Figure 4. Be-ing V-equivalent, the rows and columns each contain

three marked entries. Associated with each of the15 barred rows ab and its triple of 45-things indexedby fabcd; abef; abghg, wherefc; d; e; f; g; hg = f1; : : : ; 6g;is a tetrahedral groupTab = I�a \ I�bwhose three involutions are Zabcd, Zabef , Zabgh. Theanalogous state of a�airs obtains for the unbarredcolumns where the tetrahedral groupTcd = Ic \ Idcontains involutions Zabcd, Z{|cd, Zk`cd. Each of these15 tetrahedral groups extends to an octahedral sub-group of V,Oab = Stabfpabcd; pabef ; pabghg;Ocd = Stabfpabcd; p{|cd; pklcdg:Hence, the stabilizer of pabcd is the intersection ofoctahedral groupsOab \ Ocd = Stabfpabcdg = StabfLabcdg ' D4:Furthermore, the involution Zabcd associates canon-ically with the pair of barred and unbarred tetrahe-dral groups Tab \ Tcd = hZabcdi ' Z=2:This 45-array, a graphical version of which ap-pears in [Wiman 1895, p. 542], encodes a wealth ofcombinatorial geometry including an answer to thequery of the preceding paragraph. At a 45-pointpabcd there are four concurrent 45-lines whose refer-ences have the form Labef , Labgh, Lmncd, and Lrscd.To �nd these lines read along the ab row and the cdcolumn. By way of example,p1234 2 L1212 \ L1256 \ L3634 \ L4534:Duality givesfp1212; p1256; p3634; p4534g � L1234:The D5 stabilizer of a 36-point p �ab contains �ve in-volutions whose indices have a pre�x �a and a su�xb. For p �35 this gives 1335, 2315, 3445, 3556, 3625.Hence,p �35 2 L1335 \ L2315 \ L3445 \ L3556 \ L3625and fp1335; p2315; p3445; p3556; p3625g � L�35:



Crass: Solving the Sextic by Iteration: A Study in Complex Geometry and Dynamics 217The array also supplies a connection to A6. Forinstance, the involution Z1234 �xes L1234 pointwisewhile preserving L1212, L1256, L3634, and L4534 assets. Accordingly, it permutes the conics byC�3 $ C�6; C�4 $ C�5; C1 $ C2; C5 $ C6:Finally, which three involutions �x a 60, 60-pointp? (The stabilizer of p is a D3.) Unlike the otherspecial orbits, O60 and O60 have a bias toward oneor the other system of conics. Recalling that p is anicosahedral face-center for two conics, say C�a and C�b,an involution Z that �xes p cannot preserve the twoconics individually; such an action would have orderthree. Hence, Z exchanges the conics and lacks apre�x ab. For ab = 25 the array indicates six suchinvolutions:Z1314 : (25)(46); Z4614 : (25)(13);Z3625 : (25)(14); Z1425 : (25)(36);Z3436 : (25)(16); Z1636 : (25)(34):The six associated lines pass through the four pointsin C�2 \ C�5 as edges of the tetrahedron whose stabi-lizer is T25. They naturally fall into four sets ofthree lines; among these triples a given index inf�1; �3; �4; �6g appears twice. The intersection of thethree lines occurs at the three-fold 60-points (seeFigure 5), thereby suggesting appropriate names:L1314 \ L1425 \ L1636 = fp1�346gL1314 \ L3436 \ L3625 = fp3�146gL1425 \ L3436 \ L4614 = fp4�136gL1636 \ L3625 \ L4615 = fp6�134g:Similarly, I will call the 60-points pa�bcd.To �nish o� the description of the special Valen-tiner points on a 45-line: Which four of the 60, 60-points lie on Labcd? Since Labcd contains 60-pointswhose indices satisfy c�dst and d�cxy, the mattercomes down to �nding values of s; t; x; y that are\Valentiner consistent." This means that they �llout the schemepc�dst 2 L��cd \ L��cs \ L��ct;pc�duv 2 L��cd \ L��cu \ L��cv;pd�cxy 2 L��cd \ L��dx \ L��dy;pd�czw 2 L��cd \ L��dz \ L��dw;

C�2

C�5

fL3436 = 0g

fL1636 = 0g

fL3625 = 0g

fL1425 = 0gfL1314 = 0gfL4614 = 0g
p6�134

p4�136
p1�346
p3�146

FIGURE 5. Intersecting conics within a system: atetrahedral con�guration.where each triple of pre�xes exhausts f�1; : : : ; �6g andfs; t; u; vg = fx; y; z; wg = f1; : : : ; 6g � fc; dg:For L1234, p3�456 2 L1234 \ L5635 \ L3436;p3�124 2 L1234 \ L3513 \ L4623;p4�356 2 L1234 \ L3445 \ L5646;p4�123 2 L1234 \ L3524 \ L4614and p1�236 2 L1234 \ L1326 \ L1615;p1�245 2 L1234 \ L1425 \ L1516;p2�136 2 L1234 \ L2315 \ L2626;p2�145 2 L1234 \ L2416 \ L2525:Collected below are the various data for L1234.Orbit Special points Multiplicityon L1234 of 45-linesO36 p �13 p �14 p �23 p �24 � 52� = 10O45 p1212 p1256 p3634 p4534 � 42� = 6O60 p1�236 p2�136 p1�245 p2�145 � 32� = 3O60 p3�124 p4�123 p3�456 p4�356 � 32� = 3O90 p12341 p12342 0



218 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 8 (1999), No. 3For subsequent reference, we summarize the geo-metric terminology.point/line orbit stabilizerp �ab=L�ab O36 D5fp �ab1 ; p �ab2g=fL�ab1 ;L�ab2g O72 Z=5pabcd=L �abcd O45 D4fpabcd1 ; pabcd2g=fLabcd1 ;Labcd2g O90 Z=4pa�bcd=La�bcd O60 D3pa�bcd=La�bcd O60 D3
2D. Computing a diagonal bub involutionOne way to approach the matter of an antiholomor-phic symmetry that exchanges systems of conics isto look for points that such a symmetry should �x.Given three such points a; b; c in coordinates y wherea = [1; 0; 0]; b = [0; 1; 0]; c = [0; 0; 1];the associated bub map would have the diagonalform bub[y1; y2; y3] = [�y1; � y2; y3]:Fixing a fourth point determines appropriate valuesfor the inhomogeneous parameters �, �.But, which points should such a map �x? More-over, how many such anti-involutions should therebe?
A heuristic for bub-symmetry. The basic Valentiner ob-ject involving a mixture of barred and unbarred con-ics is the D5 structure consisting of a pair of con-ics fC�a;Cbg that intersect in the pair of 72-pointsfp �ab1 ; p �ab2g. A bub map that exchanges these twoconics, must preserve the set fp �ab1 ; p �ab2g as well asthe associated 36-point p �ab. To put some esh onthe skeletal con�guration of Figure 3, consider twoicosahedra that share a �ve-fold axis and, aboutthis axis, are one-tenth of a revolution away fromeach other; see Figure 6. The poles where the axispasses through the icosahedra correspond to the pairof �ve-fold points p �ab1;2 . A reection through theequatorial plane preserves this arrangement whileexchanging the icosahedra and the poles. The icosa-hedra also transpose under reection through �veplanes that include the polar axis. In these cases,the two poles are �xed. This model hints that for

FIGURE 6. Intersecting icosahedra. The union of abarred and unbarred conic has a D5 structure rep-resented by two icosahedra that meet at a pair ofantipodal vertices and are turned away from one an-other by an angle of �=5. The reection throughthe equatorial plane exchanges the icosahedra andso suggests that for each pair fC�a;Cbg there is a pri-mary bub involution. Also transposing the icosa-hedra are secondary reections through �ve verticalplanes. These correspond to primary reections for�ve other pairs of conics.each pair C�a and Cb, there is a distinguished bub-involution and �ve of a secondary nature. Thismakes for a total of 36 maps bub�ab.For the primary reection relative to the pairfC�2;C2g;this heuristic demands that p �221 and p �222 exchangewhile p �22 remains �xed. What other points should\bub�22" �x? Since �ve other bub maps switch C�2and C2, symmetry requires that bub�22 provide asecondary reection for each barred-unbarred pairof icosahedra associated with the �22 con�guration.This being so, bub�22 �xes the corresponding poles of72-points. Accordingly, the correspondence betweenthe �ve remaining barred and unbarred conics deter-mines these �ve pairs of points. Now, the �ve pairsof nonpolar antipodal vertices on the C�2 icosahedroncorrespond to the points of intersection of C�2 withthe �ve conics C1, C3, C4, C5, and C6 while the non-polar vertices on the C2 icosahedron correspond tothe intersections of C2 with the �ve conics C�1, C�3, C�4,C�5, and C�6. Let these sets of �ve pairs correspondto vertices of two pentagons that are one-tenth ofa revolution away from each other with antipodalpairs of points being bub�22 symmetric (see Figure 7and imagine looking down, from above a pole, onthe intersecting icosahedra of Figure 6). The D5
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FIGURE 7. A heuristic for bub-symmetry. Regardeach of the �ve pairs of antipodal vertices on theD5 union of conics C�2 and C2 as a vertex of oneof two pentagons whose arrangement correspondsto that of the remaining icosahedra. The primarybub�22 reection interchanges the pentagons as wellas antipodal vertices. The secondary reections arefbub�aa : a 6= 2g and transpose the vertices �2a and�a2 respectively.action D22 = StabfC�2;C2g determines the speci�carrangement.One of the elements of order �ve that belongs toD22 is P�22 = QPQ�1:The associated �ve-cyclings of conics are (15436)and (15436). The matching of the �2k and �m2 ver-tices depends upon the �ve involutions that stabilizeC�2 and C2. For example, the generator Z1212 asso-ciates �1 with 1, while the 5-cycles above determinethe remaining matches of �a with a. This informa-tion is also readily available in the 45-array. The �veentries that involve both �2 and 2 are 2a2a. Indeed,the array's symmetry about the diagonal abab is acombinatorial manifestation of bub�22.
Special coordinates and the bub-IRIP2. Following the clueprovided by the above heuristic, make a param-etrized change of icosahedral to octahedral coordi-nates, of the formA = � apT�111 �� bpT�112 �� pT�11 �

= 0BB@a
0BB@ 1�p52�p 5�p52 i1

1CCA
�������� b
0BB@ 1�p52p 5�p52 i1

1CCA
��������
0BB@ 1+p5201

1CCA
1CCA:

In these icosahedral coordinates y, the �11 triangle isp �111 = [1; 0; 0]; p �112 = [0; 1; 0]; p �11 = [0; 0; 1]:The candidate bub�22 map K(y) = �y �xes each ofthese. In octahedral coordinates the �22 triangle con-sists of p �221 = h1+p52 �2; p 5+p52 i�; 1i
p �222 = h1+p52 �2; �p 5+p52 i�; 1i
p �22 = h1�p52 �2; 0; 1i :The hope here is that, when transformed to y coor-dinates, some choice of a; b results inK(A�1 p �221) = p �222 ;K(A�1 p �222) = p �221 ;K(A�1 p �22) = p �22:Satisfying these conditions are the valuesa = b = p3�p5 i8 :The change of coordinates becomes

A = 0BB@
(1�p5) (3�p5 i)4p2 (1�p5) (3�p5 i)4p2 1+p52p5�p5 (3�p5 i)4 p5�p5 (3�p5 i)4 03�p5 i2p2 3�p5 i2p2 1

1CCA :
As for the conic forms, they satisfy the desired con-dition: C�k(y) = Ck(�y):A further change of coordinates given by a realdiagonal matrix leaves bub�22(y) = �y undisturbed.In y coordinates the one-point orbit p �22 under theD5 for �22 is �1; 1; p6=��;where as before � = 12(1 +p5). For a �nal simpli�-cation, the additional coordinate change

B = 0@ 1 0 00 1 00 0 p6=�
1A

arranges for this point to be [1; 1; 1]. In these ad-justed y coordinates, the �11 and �22 triangles arep �111 = [1; 0; 0]; p �221 = [3; 2�2; ��];p �112 = [0; 1; 0]; p �222 = [3; 2 ��2; ���];p �11 = [0; 0; 1]; p �22 = [1; 1; 1];



220 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 8 (1999), No. 3where as before � = 14(3 + p15 i); in these bub�22coordinates, the normalized conic forms for �1 and 1are C�1(y) = � 23 ���2 y1y2 + y23C1(y) = � 23 ��2 y1y2 + y23:The unwieldy expressions for the remaining formsare not recorded here.Since bub�22 restricts to the identity on the R P 2given by R�22 = f[t1; t2; t3] : tk 2 R g;symmetry provides for such a �xed set R�ab for eachof the 36 maps bub�ab. Figure 8 provides a geomet-ric interpretation of these R P 2s. One consequenceof the extra symmetry is that V2�360-invariant formsand V2�360-equivariant maps are, when expressed inspecial bub-coordinates, given by polynomials withreal and even, in special cases, rational coe�cients.This is discussed in a later section on basic invari-ants; see page 221. We remark that althoughWiman[1895, pp. 548{550] and Fricke [1926, pp. 286{289]mention these coordinates, they seem not to havemade much use of them.
2E. Invariant StructureFor a group action on a vector space the Molienseries provides one of the basic tools of classical in-variant theory. Given a �nite group G acting faith-fully on C n, the dimension of the space C [x]Gm ofinvariant homogeneous polynomials of degree m ap-pears as the coe�cient of the mth degree term inthe Molien series for G:M(C [x]G) = 1Xm=0 �dim C [x]Gm� tm:In the Valentiner case the space is C 3 while thegroup is a 1-to-3 lift of V to a subgroup V3�360 ofSU3. As a result of the character h�i that appearsunder V's action on the icosahedral conic forms, thislift of V to a linear group has minimal order. (A liftof a projective group G to a linear group G0 has mini-mal order if any other liftH of G satis�es jHj � jG0j.See [Fricke 1926, pp. 267{268] for details.) A furtherconsequence of minimality is that the Molien seriesfor the V3�360 gives complete information concerningthe invariants of the projective group V.

fCb = 0g
fC�a = 0g

bub�ab(p)
p

R�ab

fL�a(p) = 0g

fLb(bub�ab(p)) = 0g

FIGURE 8. A geometric interpretation of bub-maps.Since bub�ab interchanges the pair of conics C�a andCb as well as the lines L�a(p) = fL�a(p) = 0g andLb(bub�ab(p)) = fLb(p) = 0g, tangent to C�a at p andto Cb at bub�ab(p), it also �xes the R P 2's worth ofpoints R�ab = fL�a(p) \ Lb(bub�ab(p)) : p 2 C�ag.
Proposition 2.5. The invariants of V and V3�360 are inone-to-one correspondence.
Proof. Trivially, a V3�360-invariant gives a V-invariant.Conversely, let F (x) be a V-invariant withF (T�1x) = �(T )F (x)for T 2 V3�360. The kernel of the multiplicative char-acter � : V3�360 �! C � f0gis the normal subgroup Stab(F ) � V3�360 that sta-bilizes F . Since the projective image [Stab(F )] 'Stab(F )=h�i is normal in the simple group V 'V3�360=h�i, [Stab(F )] is either trivial or V. In theformer case, Stab(F ) would be either trivial or h�iso that V3�360=Stab(F ) would be nonabelian. Thus,[Stab(F )] = V. Since V3�360 includes no subgroupof order 360, Stab(F ) = V3�360 and F is V3�360-invariant. �Also, V lifts 1-to-6 to a so-called unitary reectiongroup V6�360 generated by 45 involutions on C 3; see



Crass: Solving the Sextic by Iteration: A Study in Complex Geometry and Dynamics 221[Shephard and Todd 1954, pp. 278, 287]. The el-ements of V6�360 satisfy detT = �1 while those ofV3�360 satisfy detT = 1.
Molien’s theorem and its application to V. By project-ing C [x]m onto C [x]Gm, one arrives at a generatingfunction for the Molien series.
Theorem 2.6. For a �nite group action G on C n,

M(G) = 1jGj XCT�G jCT jdet(I � tT�1) ;where CT are conjugacy classes.For the proof, see [Benson 1993, pp. 21{22].
Proposition 2.7. For the Valentiner groups V3�360 andV6�360, the Molien series are given by
M(V3�360) = 1 + t45(1� t6)(1� t12)(1� t30)= 1 + t6 + 2t12 + 2t18 + � � �+ t45 + � � � ;M(V6�360) = 1(1� t6)(1� t12) (1� t30)= 1 + t6 + 2t12 + 2t18 + � � � :

Proof. With k = 0; 1; 2, the matrices��kI; ��kP; ��kZ; ��kQ; ��kPZ; ��kTrepresent distinct conjugacy classes in V6�360. ForV3�360 the three matrices of each type correspondingto the +�k do the job. Substitution into the formulaof Molien's theorem produces the indicated generat-ing functions. �
The basic invariants themselves. We know from the the-ory of complex reection groups that there are threealgebraically independent basic forms that generatethe ring of V6�360-invariants. The generating func-tion for the Molien series indicates that these occurin degrees 6, 12, and 30. Techniques of classical in-variant theory provide for the computation of theforms in degrees 12 and 30 from that of degree 6.But, how does the latter arise? Although V6�360 per-mutes the conics, its action on the conic forms is notsimple|a nontrivial character appears. However,the cubes of the forms do receive simple treatmentby V6�360. Hence, summing the cubes of either sys-

tem of conic forms and normalizing the coe�cientsyields a V6�360-invariant:
F (x) = � 6Xm=1C �m(x)3 = � 6Xm=1Cm(x)3= x61 + x62 + x63 + 3�5�p15 i�x21x22x23+ 34�2p5� (5�p5)��(x41x22 + x42x23 + x21x43)� 34�2p5 + (5 +p5)�2�(x41x23 + x21x42 + x22x43):By uniqueness, F is also V2�360-invariant. Expressedand normalized in bub�22 coordinates,F (y) = 10y31y32 + 9y51y3 + 9y32y3� 45y21y22y23 � 135y1y2y43 + 27y63:The form � of degree 12 arises from the determi-nant of the Hessian H(F ) of F :�(y) = �� ��H(F (y))��= 6y111 y2 � 38y61y62 + 6y1y112 + 90y81y32y3+ 90y31y82y3 � 9y101 y23 � 468y51y52y23 � 9y102 y23+ 1080y71y22y33 + 1080y21y72y33 + 3375y41y42y43� 324y61y2y53 � 324y1y62y53 � 1080y31y32y63+ 2916y51y73 + 2916y52y73 + 1215y21y22y83+ 4374y1y2y103 + 729y123 :Similarly, the form 	 of degree 30 arises from thedeterminant of the \bordered Hessian" BH(F;�) ofF and �:	(y) = �� ��BH(F (y);�(y))��

= ��
�������� H(�(y)) Fy1Fy2Fy3Fy1 Fy2 Fy3 0

��������= 3y301 + � � � + 3y302 + � � �+ 57395628y303 :The constants �� = �1=20250 and �	 = 1=24300remove the highest common factor among the coef-�cients.Finally, the product of the 45 linear forms thatcorrespond to the generating involutions is a rela-tive V6�360-invariant but an absolute V3�360-invariant,and hence a projective V-invariant. As a speci�c in-stance of a general result [Shephard and Todd 1954,



222 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 8 (1999), No. 3p. 283], this degree-45 form is given by the JacobiandeterminantX(y) = �X ��J(F (y);�(y);	(y))��
= �X ������ Fy1 Fy2 Fy3�y1 �y2 �y3	y1 	y2 	y3

������= � YLabcd(y)= y451 + � � � � y452 + � � �+ 3570467226624 y52y403 ;where �X = �1=4860 and � is a constant. BeingV6�360-invariant, X2 is a polynomial in F , �, 	:39X2 = 4F 13� + 80F 11�2 + 816F 9�3+ 4376F 7�4 + 13084F 5�5 + 12312F 3�6+ 5616F�7 + 18F 10	+ 198F 8�	+ 954F 6�2	� 198F 4�3	� 5508F 2�4	� 1944�5	� 162F 5	2 � 1944F 3�	2� 1458F�2	2 + 729	3: (2–1)V-symmetric maps and the sextic. The system of invari-ants provides a foundation on which to constructmappings of C 3 or C P 2 that are symmetric or equiv-ariant under the action of V3�360 or V. Algebraically,this means that the map commutes with the action.Given such a map that also possesses reliable dy-namics, the sixth-degree equation has an iterativesolution.
3. RATIONAL MAPS WITH VALENTINER SYMMETRYAn iterative solution to the sextic utilizes a par-ametrized family of dynamical systems having A6symmetry. In practice, a given sixth-degree poly-nomial p with galois group A6 speci�es a projectivetransformation Sp : C P 2 ! C P 2and thereby hooks up to a rational mapS�1p � f � Spthat has A6 symmetry. Accordingly, the �xed mapf is the centerpiece of a sextic-solving algorithm.
3A. Finding Equivariant MapsA linear group G acts on the exterior algebra �(C n)by (T (�))(x) = �(T�1x);

where T 2 G, � is a 1-form, and x 2 C n. As inthe case of V-invariant polynomials, V-invariant p-forms associate one-to-one with V3�360-invariant p-forms. Hence, the search for symmetric maps cantake place within the regime of the linear action.De�ne a map f to be relatively G-equivariant if,for all T 2 G, we have Tf = �T f�T (for an appropri-ate choice of �T ). If the character �T is trivial, f isabsolutely equivariant. As we look for equivariants,the V3�360 action on �(C 3) provides guidance, thanksto a correspondence between V3�360-equivariants andV3�360-invariant 2-forms. SetdX2 = (dx2 ^ dx3; dx3 ^ dx1; dx1 ^ dx2)and let � signify a formal dot product.
Proposition 3.1. For a given �nite action G � U3 anda G-invariant 2-form'(x)= f(x)�dX2= f1(x) dx2^dx3+f2(x) dx3^dx1+f3(x) dx1^dx2;the map f = (f1; f2; f3) is relatively G-equivariant .If G � SU3, the equivariance of f is absolute.
Proof. Given T 2 G, set T = 0@ t11 t12 t13t21 t22 t23t31 t32 t33

1A and
T�1 = jT j�10@C11 C12 C13C21 C22 C23C31 C32 C33

1A :
We wish to show that Tf(T�1x) is a multiple off(x). Let (e1; e2; e3) be the canonical basis of C 3,and evaluate the forms Tf(T�1x)�dX2 and f(x)�dX2on (e2; e3). By de�nition and the invariance of ',(f(x) � dX2)(e2; e3)= '(x)(e2; e3)= (T ('))(x)(e2; e3)='(T�1x)(e2; e3)= jT j�2�f1(T�1(x))(C22C33 � C23C32)+ f2(T�1(x))(C32C13 � C33C12)+ f3(T�1(x))(C12C23 � C13C22)�= jT j�3�f1(T�1(x))t11 + f2(T�1(x))t21+ f3(T�1(x))t31�:(Here C22C33 � C23C32 comes from d�Pi C2ixi� ^d�Pi C3ixi� applied to (e2; e3), and so on.) Thepreceding expression, apart from the factor jT j�3,is exactly the result of evaluating (Tf(T�1x)) � dX2



Crass: Solving the Sextic by Iteration: A Study in Complex Geometry and Dynamics 223on (e2; e3). The same equality holds for other pairsof basis vectors, showing that Tf(T�1x) = jT j3f(x),and f is relatively equivariant. If T 2 SU3, we havejT j = 1 and absolute equivariance occurs. �Conversely, an absolute equivariant corresponds to arelatively invariant 2-form, with absolute invarianceholding in case G � SU3.For invariant exterior forms, there is a 2-variable\exterior Molien series"M(�G) = nXp=0� 1Xm=0�dim �p (C n)Gm� tm�sp;in which the variables s and t index respectively therank of the form and the polynomial degree, and the�p(C n)Gm are the G-invariant homogeneous p-formsof degreem; see [Benson 1993, p. 62] or [Smith 1995,pp. 265 �.]. Projection of �p(C n)m onto �p(C n)Gmyields the analogue to Molien's theorem.
Theorem 3.2. The exterior Molien series for a �nitegroup action G is given by the generating functionM(�G) = 1jGj XCT�G jCT j det (I + s T�1)det (I � t T�1) ;where the CT are conjugacy classes.As in the case of invariants, this has the followingconsequence:
Proposition 3.3. For V3�360, the exterior Molien seriesM(�V3�360) is given by1+t45 + (t5+t11+t20+t26+t29+t44)s+(t+t16+t19+t25+t34+t40)s2 + (1+t45)s3(1�t6)(1�t12)(1�t30)=1+t6+2t12+2t18+3t24+4t30+� � �+(t5+2t11+3t17+t20+4t23+2t26+6t29+� � �)s+(t+t7+2t13+t16+3t19+t22+5t25+2t28+� � �)s2+(1+t6+2t12+2t18+3t24+4t30+: : :)s3:
3B. A Query on Finite Reflection GroupsFor a reection group G that acts on C n the n ba-sic invariant 0-forms are algebraically independent[Shephard and Todd 1954, pp. 282 �.]. Multiplica-tion of an invariant p-form � of degree ` by an invari-ant 0-form F of degreem promotes � to an invariantp-form F� of degree `+m. In the series M(�H) for

a subgroup H � G the contribution of the free alge-bra generated by the basic 0-forms disappears upondivision of M(�H) by M(�G0 ) = M(C [x]G). Theresulting polynomial in two variables displays thedegrees of the generating H-invariant forms. In thecases of the 0, n-forms, which have identical series,what remains are the terms corresponding to non-constant polynomials that are H-invariant but notG-invariant.
Proposition 3.4. For the Valentiner group, the \exte-rior Molien quotient" isM(�V3�360)=M(�V6�3600 )= (1+t45) + (t5+t11+t20+t26+t29+t44)s+ (t+t16+t19+t25+t34+t40)s2+(1+t45)s3:Notice the duality in degree 45 between 0 and 3-forms: s0 : 1 = t0 t45s3 : t45 1 = t0and between 1 and 2-forms:s1 : t5 t11 t20 t26 t29 t44s2 : t40 t34 t25 t19 t16 t:By uniqueness, up to scalar multiplication, of the3-form X vol associated with the 45 complex planesof reection, the exterior product of \dual" formsmust yield a multiple of this form.This duality between invariant p and (n�p)-formsalso appears in the ternary icosahedral group I60.The generating 0-forms for the full reection groupI2�60 have degrees 2, 6, and 10 [Shephard and Todd1954, p. 301, line 23 of table]. From the discussionof the Valentiner conics the invariant of degree 2 isfamiliar, while those of degrees 6 and 10 are prod-ucts of linear forms that I60 preserves. Here theduality occurs in degree 15 which is the number ofreection-planes for the icosahedron:M(�I60)=M(�I2�600 )= (1+t15) + (t+t5+t6+t9+t10+t14)s+ (t+t5+t6+t9+t10+t14)s2 + (1+t15)s3:Which �nite reection groups have series with thisproperty? Is this duality connected to that describedby Orlik and Terao [1992, p. 286]?
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OnV-equivariance and special orbits. Suppose a is �xedby an element T 2 G. Since a G-equivariant mapf : C P n ! C P n satis�esf(a) = f(Ta) = Tf(a);T also �xes f(a). Hence, special orbits map to spe-cial orbits. For the Valentiner action, the points�xed by an involution are a 45-point and its linewhile the 3, 4, 5-fold �xed points come in triples.Table 1 summarizes the matter. Thus, under a V-equivariant f , a 45-line Labcd maps either to itself orto its point pabcd. In the former case, f preserves thepair of 90-points fpabcd1 ; pabcd2g. Since O45 cannotmap to O90, f must �x the 45-points. (The pos-sibility of f 's being projectively unde�ned at pabcdexists; see below for a case study.) Concerning the36-72 triples the matter stands just as in the case ofthe 45-90 points so that f either �xes or exchangesthe 72-points p �ab1 , p �ab2 and �xes the 36-points p �ab.What about a triple of 60 points? Symmetry forcesf to permute the three points. Since the Valentinergroup does not distinguish between 60-points, anequivariant action must �x the orbit pointwise.Order Number and Type Notation2-fold 1 45-point, 1 45-line fpabcd;Labcdg3-fold 3 60-points fpa�def ; pb�def ; pc�defg3-fold 3 60-points fpade�f ; pb�def ; pc�defg4-fold 1 45-point, 2 90-points fpabcd; pabcd1 ; pabcd2g5-fold 1 36-point, 2 72-points fp �ab;p �ab1 ; p �ab2g:
TABLE 1. Fixed points of V

3C. The Degree 16 MapReturning to the exterior Molien series for V3�360, thecoe�cient of tms2 gives the dimension of the spaceof degree m equivariants. The series in t beginst+ t7 + 2t13 + t16 + � � � :The �rst term t is due to the identity map, whilet7 occurs through promotion of the identity to thedegree-7 map F id. (Note that although the iden-tity map is always absolutely equivariant, its 2-formcounterpart x1 dx2^dx3+x2 dx3^dx1+x3 dx1^dx2will not be absolutely invariant if the group is not inSU3.) Two dimensions worth of invariants in degree

12 account for the 2 t13 term. The occurrence indegree 16 of the �rst nontrivial equivariant �nds ex-planation in exterior algebra. Since exterior di�er-entiation and multiplication preserve invariance, the2-form dF ^ d� is invariant, and hence correspondsto an equivariant map whose coordinate functionsare given by the coe�cients of the 2-form basisfdx2 ^ dx3; dx3 ^ dx1; dx1 ^ dx2g:
Proposition 3.5. Up to scalar multiplication, the onlyV3�360-invariant 2-form of degree 16 isdF (x) ^ d�(x) = (rF (x)�r�(x)) � dX2:Consequently , the unique degree 16 V-equivariant is 16(x) = rF (x)�r�(x):Here r is a formal gradient rF = ( @F@x1 ; @F@x2 ; @F@x3 )and � is the cross-product. Geometrically,  asso-ciates a point y 2 C P 2 with the intersection of thepair of lines (y) = frF (y) � x = 0g \ fr�(y) � x = 0g:
Dynamics of the 16-map. Given a generic point a thatlies on just one 45-line Labcd the linesfrF (a) � x = 0g and fr�(a) � x = 0gpass through the point pabcd. Thus,  collapses Labcdto its companion point. Taking pabcd = [1; 0; 0] andLabcd = fx1 = 0g, (a) = [ 1(a); 0; 0]where  1(a) has degree 16 in the homogeneous co-ordinates a = [0; a2; a3]. The 16 roots of  1(a) cor-respond to the 16 points where Labcd intersects the44 remaining 45-lines. These occur at the 36, 45, 60,60-points of which there are four each on Labcd. Theblowing-down of the 45-lines forces the blowing-upof their intersections: To which 45-point could theintersection go?Their collapsing behavior makes  critical on the45-lines. Since the Jacobian determinant jJ j hasdegree 3 (16 � 1) = 45, fX = 0g is exactly thecritical set. Thus, the 45-lines are superattracting.But, in approaching Labcd a trajectory inevitablygets carried near the point pabcd which is blowingup onto Labcd; this means that the C P 1 of directionsthrough pabcd maps, by the agency of the Jacobiantransformation J , to points on Labcd (see below).Conversely, J associates a point on Labcd with a



Crass: Solving the Sextic by Iteration: A Study in Complex Geometry and Dynamics 225direction through pabcd. The next two iterations of �rst return the trajectory to the vicinity of pabcdand then send it back to Labcd somewhere.Observation of trajectories that start near pabcdor Labcd reveals a rapid attraction on every otheriteration. What about the 3 and 5-fold intersectionsof 45-lines? Are they attracting? While these pointsdo indeed blow-up, their \image" under  is not acurve that blows-down to the point; such is the solepropriety of the 45-points. Hence,  draws a genericpoint near a 60, 60, 36-point into one of three or �vepoint-line cycles.This \every-other" dynamics poses the followingproblem: which every-other iterate do we watch?For some initial postions, the even iterates convergeto a 45-point while the trajectory spends the oddtimes around the corresponding 45-line. For others,the process is reversed. Moreover, experiment in-dicates that the dynamics at the 45-line eventuallysettles down; trajectories end up at one of the 45-points on the line. Hence, the iteration outputs apair of 45-points each of which lies on the line ofthe other. But, there are, for each 45-point, fourpossible pairs of this sort so that taking every otheriterate amounts to a neglect of information.The dynamics of  appears to come down to whattakes place on the critical 45-lines. Given a point xon a 45-line Labcd, the derivative J associates withx a C P 1 through pabcd, namely, the image L (x) ofJ (x). In turn, J (pabcd) sends the line L (x) to thepoint (J (pabcd))L (x) on Labcd. The degree-15 mapx! (J (pabcd))L (x)gives  on Labcd.Figure 9 on page 237 shows a basins-of-attractionplot illustrating the dynamics on a 45-line. Theunion of the patches in a given color indicates abasin of attraction for one of the four attracting45-points. The black dots contain points that the45-points might not attract. Does this set have in-terior or positive measure? (For more details aboutthe �gure, see the Appendix.)On a 45-line the map is not critically �nite (see[Forn�ss and Sibony 1994, pp. 223�.] for this con-cept); in particular, its critical points are not pe-riodic. Indeed, there might be a wandering criticalpoint there, as suggested by Curt McMullen (privatecommunication). Hence, establishing convergence

almost everywhere would be di�cult should the mapeven possess this property. Moreover, this behav-ior hardly reveals the geometric elegance whose pro-spective discovery motivates the present enterprise.Unlike the one-dimensional case of the icosahedralgroup, for which the nontrivial equivariant of lowestdegree provides an elegant dynamical system [Doyleand McMullen 1989, pp. 152{153] for the purposesof solving the quintic, the higher-dimensional Val-entiner action fails to bear similar fruit. The failureoccurs in spite of the 16-map's being obtained bya procedure analogous to that employed by Doyleand McMullen in producing the degree-11 icosahe-dral map: 1 dimensionF : I-invariant of degree 12f11 = ���� x̂ ŷFx Fy ����2 dimensionsF;�: V-invariants of degrees 6, 12 16 = ������ x̂ ŷ ẑFx Fy Fz�x �y �z
������where x̂; ŷ; ẑ represent unit coordinate vectors. Butin one dimension all I-symmetric maps arise as com-binations of three others each of which are con-structed in the manner of f11 but with di�erent basicinvariants standing in for F . A richer stock of equiv-ariants inhabits the Valentiner waters. In contrast,the next higher degree o�ers promise as well as a bitof mystery.

3D. A Family of 19-MapsThe Molien series for Valentiner equivariantst+ t7 + 2t13 + t16 + 3t19 : : :speci�es three dimensions worth of maps in degree19 of which two are due to promotion of the iden-tity by degree-18 invariants. Hence, there are, asthe exterior Molien quotient (Section 3B) indicates,nontrivial V-symmetric maps in degree 19. How dothese arise? Since there is no apparent exterior al-gebraic means of producing such a map, the morepractical matter of computing them takes priority.(Peter Doyle and Anne Shepler appear to have found



226 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 8 (1999), No. 3a \di�erential" method of generating all invariant2-forms. The geometric and dynamic consequencesremain to be explored.)
19 = 64 – 45. Multiplication of a degree-19 equivari-ant f by X45 elevates f to the 14-dimensional spaceof 64-maps. There are 14 ways of promoting themaps  16, '34, and f40 to degree 64:
(a) 7 dimensions of degree 48 invariants to promote 16 = rF �r�;
(b) 4 dimensions of degree 30 invariants to promote'34 = rF �r	;
(c) 3 dimensions of degree 24 invariants to promotef40 = r��r	.
Proposition 3.6. These 14 maps span the space of de-gree 64 equivariants.
Proof. If not, then for some �k not all 0,(�1F 8 + � � �+ �7F �	) dF ^ d�+ (�8F 5 + � � �+ �11	) dF ^ d	+ (�12F 4 + �13F 2� + �14�2) d� ^ d	 = 0:Since dF ^ d� ^ d	 = � X vol for some constant� 6= 0, at least one of the following equalities hold:(�1F 8 + � � �+ �7F �	)�X = 0;(�8F 5 + � � �+ �11	)�X = 0;(�12F 4 + �13F 2� + �14�2)�X = 0:In at least one case, there is a nonzero �k. Then theinvariants F , �, 	 are not algebraically indepen-dent, contrary to the theory of complex reectiongroups [Shephard and Todd 1954, p. 282]. �In this event, Xf is a combination of maps whosecomputation is straightforward.Reasoning in the other direction, a 64-mapf64 = F48 16 + F30'34 + F24f40that \vanishes" on the 45-lines| i.e., each coordi-nate function of f64 vanishes|must have a factorof X. The quotient is a degree 19 equivariantf19 = f64X45 :Arranging for the vanishing of f64 on the 45-linesrequires consideration of only one line; symmetrytends to the remaining 44. Forcing f64 to vanish at12 independent points on a 45-line| independentin the sense that the 12 resulting linear conditions

in the 14 undetermined coe�cients of f64 are in-dependent|we obtain a two-parameter family of64-maps each member of which vanishes on fX =0g: The two inhomogeneous parameters reect thethree dimensions (i.e., homogeneous parameters) ofdegree-19 V-equivariants. In bub�22 coordinates, set-ting these two parameters equal to 0 and normaliz-ing the coe�cients yieldsf64(y) = �10F (y)6�(y) + 100F (y)4�(y)2+ 45F (y)2�(y)3 + 156�(y)4+ 39F (y)3	(y) + 51F (y)�(y)	(y)� (y)� 27	(y)'(y) + 54�(y)2f(y): (3–1)The two-parameter family of nontrivial 19-maps istheng19(y; a; b) = f19(y)+�aF (y)3+bF (y)�(y)�y: (3–2)Are any of these maps dynamically \special"? In-deed, what might it mean to be special in this sense?
Extended symmetry in degree 19. Since f19 is a nontriv-ial V2�360-equivariant|note the integer coe�cientsin (3{1), each member of the two real parameterfamily f19 + F (aB12 + �aU12) idis impartial towards the two systems of conics andso, enjoys the additional symmetry. Here B12 =QC�k and U12 = QCk are the degree-12 invari-ants given by the product of the respective six conicforms. To honor the doubled symmetry a member ofthis family must preserve each R�ab that bub�ab �xespoint-wise.
3E. The 19-Map

The icosahedron again. An intriguing aspect of the 19-maps is the degree itself. Since 19 is one of thespecial equivariant numbers [Doyle and McMullen1989, p. 166] for the binary icosahedral group, therearises the prospect of �nding a V-equivariant thatrestricts to self-mappings of the conics. By symme-try, an equivariant that �xes (setwise) a conic of agiven system also �xes the other �ve. Might therebe a map that preserves each of the 12 conics?From [Doyle and McMullen 1989, p. 163] comesa geometric description of the canonical degree-19icosahedral mapping of the round Riemann sphere:



Crass: Solving the Sextic by Iteration: A Study in Complex Geometry and Dynamics 227stretch each face F over the 19 faces in the com-plement of the face antipodal to F while makinga half-turn in order to place the three vertices andedges of F on the three antipodal vertices and edges.By symmetry, the 20 face-centers are �xed and re-pelling. Since the resulting map is critical only atthe 12 period-2 vertices, it has reliable dynamics[Doyle and McMullen 1989, p. 156]. A conic-�xingV-equivariant of degree 19 would, when restricted toa conic C�a or Cb, give the unique map in degree 19with binary icosahedral symmetry. This would de-termine its e�ect on the special icosahedral orbits:
(1) �x the face-centers: 60, 60-points of the appro-priate system;
(2) exchange antipodal vertices: pairs of 72-points;
(3) exchange antipodal midpoints of edges: intersec-tions of conics C�a, Cb with a 45-line indexed by �aand b.General V-equivariants satisfy condition (1). (Wesay \general" because, while some maps can be setto blow-up at the 60-points, such a circumstance israre.) Since O72 = fF = 0g \ f� = 0g;the image of a 72-point under each g19 in (3{2) isthe same as that under f19. Propitiously, f19 ex-changes pairs of 72-points. Finally, a 19-map can-not blow-down a 45-line; this would make it criticalthere|a condition precluded by the critical set'sbeing an invariant of degree 54 = 3 (19� 1). Con-sequently, each 45-line must map to itself so that ar-ranging for 3) costs one parameter for each systemof conics. Fortunately, there are two parameters tospend and their expenditure purchases a canonicalV-equivariant h19 that maps each of the 12 conicsonto itself. See below for an explicit expression.
Fact 3.7. There is a unique degree-19 V-equivarianth19 that preserves each of the 12 icosahedral conics.By favoring neither system of conics, h19 possessesbub-symmetry and so, self-maps each of the R�ab.Expressing the family of 19-maps byg19 = h19 + F (aB12 + bU12) idmakes evident the one-parameter collections that �xthe barred (b = 0) and the unbarred (a = 0) conics.Unlike the 16-map  16, the 19-map h19 does notblow up somewhere.

Proposition 3.8. The conic-preserving map h19 is hol-omorphic on C P 2.
Proof. By equivariance, the set of points on whichh19 blows up is empty or a union of V-orbits. Directcalculation shows thath19(p) 6= 0for p 2 O36 [ O45 [ O60 [ O60 [ O90:The remaining possibilities are that h19 = 0 on a180 or 360 point orbit.First, take the case of a 180 point orbit and recallthat each such point belongs to one 45-line. Also,let h19 = [h1; h2; h3]. Since h19 preserves each 45-line L, the only way that h1 = h2 = h3 = 0 isfor the coordinates of the restriction h19jL to havea common factor. In bub�22 coordinates we haveL1212 = fy1 � y2 = 0g, so thath19jL1212 = [f; f; g]:But the resultant of f and g does not vanish. Hence,f and g do not have a common factor.Finally, suppose that h19 = 0 at a 360 point orbitand that [0,0,1] is a 36-point p36. Since��fh1 = 0g \ fh2 = 0g \ fh3 = 0g�� � 19 � 19 = 361;there is only one member of h�119 (p36) in C P 2. Ofcourse, this holds for every 36-point of which thereare four on a 45-line L. Moreover, h19(p36) = p36.Thus, the one-dimensional rational map h19jL hasfour exceptional points|a state of a�airs that re-quires the map to be of degree one [Beardon 1991,p. 52]. Since the restricted map is not of degree one,h19 does not vanish at a 360 point orbit. (Indeed,no degree 19 equivariant can blow up a 360 pointorbit.) �
Fact 3.9. The conic-�xing equivariant has the bub�22expression given at the top of the next page.
Dynamical behavior. The discovery of h19 supplies theunique degree-19 V-equivariant that self-maps, inaddition to the 45-lines and the 36 bub-R P 2s, the12 conics. The dynamics on each conic is well-understood. A plot showing the basins of attractionappears in Figure 10 on page 237.
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h19(y) = 1620F (y)3 � [y1; y2; y3] + f19(y) =��3591y151 y42 � 5263y101 y92 + 9747y51y142 � 81y192 + 17955y121 y62y3 + 10260y71y112 y3 � 7695y21y162 y3 � 107730y141 y32y23� 74385y91y82y23 + 161595y41y132 y23 � 969570y111 y52y33 + 1292760y61y102 y33 � 46170y1y152 y33 � 2346975y81y72y43� 807975y31y122 y43 � 3587409y101 y42y53 + 10277442y51y92y53 + 13851y142 y53 � 969570y121 y2y63 � 3986010y71y62y63� 1939140y21y112 y63 � 5263380y91y32y73 � 28117530y41y82y73 + 831060y111 y83 + 2423925y61y52y83 + 4363065y1y102 y83� 24931800y81y22y93 + 43630650y31y72y93 � 31123197y51y42y103 + 9598743y92y103 + 14959080y71y2y113 + 23269680y41y32y123� 26178390y61y133 + 52356780y1y52y133 + 18698850y31y22y143 + 20194758y42y153 + 22438620y21y2y163 + 7479540y1y183 ;�81y191 + 9747y141 y52 � 5263y91y102 � 3591y41y152 � 7695y161 y22y3 + 10260y111 y72y3 + 17955y61y122 y3 + 161595y131 y42y23� 74385y81y92y23 � 107730y31y142 y23 � 46170y151 y2y33 + 1292760y101 y62y33 � 969570y51y112 y33 � 807975y121 y32y43� 2346975y71y82y43 + 13851y141 y53 + 10277442y91y52y53 � 3587409y41y102 y53 � 1939140y111 y22y63 � 3986010y61y72y63� 969570y1y122 y63 � 28117530y81y42y73 � 5263380y31y92y73 + 4363065y101 y2y83 + 2423925y51y62y83 + 831060y112 y83+ 43630650y71y32y93 � 24931800y21y82y93 + 9598743y91y103 � 31123197y41y52y103 + 14959080y1y72y113 + 23269680y31y42y123+ 52356780y51y2y133 � 26178390y62y133 + 18698850y21y32y143 + 20194758y41y153 + 22438620y1y22y163 + 7479540y2y183 ;�1026y171 y22 � 3078y121 y72 � 3078y71y122 � 1026y21y172 � 5130y141 y42y3 + 113240y91y92y3 � 5130y41y142 y3 + 3078y161 y2y23� 272916y111 y62y23 � 272916y61y112 y23 + 3078y1y162 y23 + 215460y131 y32y33 + 687420y81y82y33 + 215460y31y132 y33� 4617y151 y43 + 937251y101 y52y43 + 937251y51y102 y43 + 4617y152 y43 + 290871y121 y22y53 + 4813992y71y72y53 + 290871y21y122 y53� 1454355y91y42y63 � 1454355y41y92y63 + 2520882y111 y2y73 + 8812314y61y62y73 + 2520882y1y112 y73 + 19876185y81y32y83� 19876185y31y82y83 � 2036097y101 y93 + 5623506y51y52y93 � 2036097y102 y93 + 5235678y71y22y103 + 5235678y21y72y103� 37813230y41y42y113 � 2617839y61y2y123 � 2617839y1y62y123 � 2908710y31y32y133 + 6357609y51y143 + 6357609y52y143� 5983632y21y22y153 � 4487724y1y2y173 � 1023516y193 �
The conic-�xing equivariant h19.

Proposition 3.10. Under h19, the trajectory of almostany point on an icosahedral conic tends to an an-tipodal pair of the superattracting vertices.Moreover, the conics themselves are attracting.
Proposition 3.11. The Jacobian Jh19 has rank one atthe superattracting 72-points. Thus, h19 attracts ona full C P 2 neighborhood of such a point . Further-more, the Fatou components of the restricted maph19jC�a are the intersections with C�a of Fatou compo-nents of the map on C P 2.Is this attracting behavior of the conics pervasivein the measure-theoretic sense? What about therestricted dynamics on the 45-lines and R P 2s?Perhaps the place to begin is at a 72-point, sayp �111 , which lies at the hub of much Valentiner activ-ity. Passing through p �111 are many special objects:
(1) the pair fC1;C�1g of conics, which meet tangen-tially;

(2) the 36-line L�11, which gives a 10-fold D5 axisabout which C1 [ C�1 turns;
(3) the 72-line L�112 , which is stable under the cyclichalf of the D5 stabilizer of L�11 and thereby tan-gent to C�1 and C1;
(4) the sixth-degree curve fF = 0g, which is tangentto L�11;
(5) the twelfth-degree curve f� = 0g, which is tan-gent to L�112 ;
(6) the �ve R P 2s fR�22, R�34, R�43, R�56, R�65g, each ofwhich intersect C1 and C�1 only at p �111 and p �112 .In addition, a 72-point situates itself at the intersec-tion of two components fF6 = 0g and fG48 = 0g ofh19's critical set.
Fact 3.12. The Jacobian determinant jJh19j = F6G48where the invariant G48 distinguishes itself by lack-ing a 	 term when decomposed into an expressionin the basic invariants F , �, 	:



Crass: Solving the Sextic by Iteration: A Study in Complex Geometry and Dynamics 229G48(y) = �13718�14F (y)8 + 180F (y)6�(y)+1701F (y)4�(y)2+3402F (y)2�(y)3+5103�(y)4�:Since G48 is a polynomial in F and � alone, its curvesatis�esfF = 0g \ fG48 = 0g = fF = 0g \ f� = 0g = O72:Furthermore, the special invariant structure of G48has an alternative expression in terms of B12 andU12 alone. From the identitiesB12(y)= 2(5�p15i)�F (y)2�2p15(1+p15i)�2�(y);U12(y)= 2(5+p15i)�2F (y)2�2p15(1�p15i)��(y);it follows thatG48(y) = 2332458193��6(3�p15i)�B12(y)4+ 4(32 + 3p15i)�2B12(y)3U12(y)� 333B12(y)2U12(y)2+ 4(32� 3p15i)�B12(y)U12(y)3� 6(3 +p15i)�2U12(y)4�:Consequently, the degree-48 component of the crit-ical set meets the conics only at the 72-points:fG48 = 0g \ fB12 = 0g = fG48 = 0g \ fU12 = 0g= fB12 = 0g \ fU12 = 0g= O72:Accounting for the multiplicity at these eighth-orderintersections is the singularity of fG48 = 0g at O72,a result that follows directly from the invariant de-composition.
IRIP2 dynamics. On each of the �ve bub-R P 2s that aremutually tangent at p �111 and p �112 , these 72-pointsare superattracting for the restricted mapsh19jR�ab ; �ab = �22; �34; �43; �56; �65:Are there attracting sites on R�ab other than the �vepairs of 72-points? Are there sets of positive mea-sure or open sets on which h19jR�ab fails to convergeto a pair of 72-points? The experimental evidencestrongly suggests that
(1) the 72-points are the only attractors;
(2) there is no region with thickness or positive mea-sure that remains outside of their inuence;
(3) the set of 45-lines fX = 0g is repelling.

The Appendix exhibits basin plots of h19jR�22 which,of course, is dynamically equivalent to each h19jR�ab .What signi�cance does the R P 2-dynamics hold forthat on C P 2? Extensive trials [Crass 1997a] in C P 2have not revealed behavior contrary to that observedon the R P 2s.
Conjecture 3.13. The only attracting periodic pointsfor h19 are the elements of O72. Moreover , the unionof the basins of attraction for O72 has full measurein C P 2.The 45-lines present a problem in that they map tothemselves but do not contain the 72-points. (Again,this is a feature peculiar to the 72-points. They formthe only special V-orbit that does not lie on the45-lines.) The basin plot in Figure 11 (page 238)reveals repelling behavior along the R P 1 where theR P 2 meets one of the 45-lines left invariant by bub�22.
Conjecture 3.14. On the 45-lines h19 is repelling , andhence fX = 0g resides in the Julia set Jh19.Is Jh19 the closure of the backward orbit of the 45-lines?
4. SOLVING THE SEXTICBy means of various algebraic manipulations, a gen-eral sixth-degree polynomial reduces to a memberof a two-parameter family of Valentiner resolvents.Such a reduction requires the extraction of squareand cube roots. Furthermore, a certain set of sexticstransforms into a special one-parameter collection ofresolvents. These resolvents are especially suited forsolution by an iterative algorithm that exploits Val-entiner symmetry and symmetry-breaking.
4A. General Sixth-Degree Valentiner ResolventsAt the core of Klein's program for equation-solvingis the \form problem" relative to a particular ac-tion of a given equation's symmetry group: for pre-scribed values a1; : : : ; an of the generating invariantsF1; : : : ; Fn �nd a point p common to the inverseimages F�11 (a1); : : : ; F�1n (an). As with the quintic,solving the general sextic is tantamount to solvingthe corresponding form-problem; see [Fricke 1926,pp. 308{310; Coble 1911]. This circumstance has aprojectively equivalent formulation in terms of ra-



230 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 8 (1999), No. 3tional functions in the basic invariants. In the Val-entiner setting this concernsY1 = � �F 2 and Y2 = � 	F 5 ;where � and � are chosen so that Y1 = 1 and Y2 = 1at a 36-point. (In bub�22 coordinates � = 1 and� = 14 .) Given values a1 and a2 of Y1 and Y2, thetask is to �nd a point z in C P 2 that belongs to theV-orbit Y �11 (a1) \ Y �12 (a2):Accordingly, the general 6-parameter sextic p(x) re-duces to a resolvent that depends on the two pa-rameters Y1 and Y2. Such a reduction requires theextraction of a cube root [Fricke 1926, p. 285] in ad-dition to the square root of p's discriminant. Thiscube root is a so-called \accessory irrationality"|its adjunction to the coe�cient �eld does not re-duce the galois group. The 1-to-3 correspondencebetween the projective and linear Valentiner groupsV and V3�360 accounts for its appearance. In the one-dimensional icosahedral case, the projective grouplifts 1-to-2 to a linear group, thereby producing theneed for an accessory square root; see [Klein 1913,pp. 172{173].As for the derivation of a two-parameter resol-vent, the mapY : C P 2 � fF (z) = 0g ! (C P 2 � fF (z) = 0g)=Vgiven byY (z) = �F (z)3�(z);	(z); F (z)5� = �Y1(z); Y2(z); 1�provides the V-quotient of C P 2 � fF (z) = 0g inthat the �bers are V-orbits. The exceptional statusof the sixth-degree curve is due to its being the �berabove the single point [0; 1; 0]. Furthermore, underthe icosahedral functionU�1(z) = C�1(z)3F (z) ;a �ber Y �1[a1; a2; 1] maps to six points�U�n(z) = C�n(z)3=F (z) : n = 1; : : : ; 6	;where z 2 Y �1[a1; a2; 1]. The U�n(z) are the roots ofthe sixth-degree polynomialRz(u) = 6Yn=1 (u� U�n(z)):

As z varies in C P 2 � fF (z) = 0g, Rz(u) yields afamily of sextic resolvents. Since V3�360 permutesthe C�n(z)3 simply|no multiplicative character ap-pears, Rz is V-invariant in z, and hence so is eachu-coe�cient. Expressing the coe�cients in terms ofthe basic invariants F (z), �(z), 	(z) and then con-verting to Y1 and Y2 yields, in bub�22 coordinates, theresolvents RY (u) = R(Y1;Y2)(u). With ! = p15 i,their expression isRY (u)= u6 + �5+!90 u5 + 11(1�!)�3(3+!)Y1223552 u4+ (100+57!)+9(30+!)Y13954 u3+ �(152+17!)+18(�21+4!)Y1+27(�4+!)Y 212231155 u2+ (425+103!)+6(75+193!)Y1+27(�25+33!)Y 21 �7776!Y22331458 u+ �(5+3!)+9(15�7!)Y1+81(25�!)Y 21 +81(45+11!)Y 312431858 :This makes explicit the fact that the solution ofRY (u) follows from inversion of Y .For the unbarred functionsUn(z) = Cn(z)3F (z) ;one obtains the associated resolvents SY from RYby complex conjugation of the u-coe�cients:SY (u) = RY (�u):
4B. Special Sixth-Degree ResolventsFor the resolvents RY the parameter space is ana�ne plane [Y1; Y2; 1] that lifts to C P 2�fF (z) = 0g.There is a complementary set of resolvents parame-trized by a C P 1 that lifts to fF (z) = 0g.The sixth-degree V-invariant curve fF (z) = 0g isa genus 10 surface that contains three special Val-entiner orbits:O72 = fF (z) = 0g \ f�(z) = 0g;O90 = fF (z) = 0g \ f	(z) = 0g;O180 = fF (z) = 0g \ fX(z) = 0g � O90:Set V (z) = � �(z)5	(z)2 ;constant � is chosen so that V = 1 at a 180-point.(In bub�22 coordinates, � = 38 .) On fF (z) = 0g this



Crass: Solving the Sextic by Iteration: A Study in Complex Geometry and Dynamics 231rational map gives the 2-4-5 quotient of fF (z) = 0gunder V: V : fF (z) = 0g ! fF (z) = 0g=V:Furthermore, the icosahedral functionS�1(z) = �(z)2	(z) C�1(z)3divides fF (z) = 0g by the icosahedral subgroup I�1:S�1 : fF (z) = 0g ! fF (z) = 0g=I�1:A value V0 6= 0; 1;1 of V has an inverse image onfF (z) = 0g that consists of a V-orbit of size 360while the image of V �1(V0) \ fF (z) = 0g under S�1is the set of six points�S�n(z) = �(z)2C�n(z)3=	(z) : n = 1; : : : ; 6	;where z 2 V �1(V0)\ fF (z) = 0g. The S�n(z) supplyroots of a V-parametrized family of sextic resolventsTz(s) = 6Yn=1(s� S�n(z)):As above, Tz is V-invariant in z, and hence so is eachs-coe�cient. Expressing the coe�cients in terms ofthe basic invariants F (z), �(z), and 	(z), restrict-ing to fF (z) = 0g, and converting to V gives theone-parameter resolventsTV (s) = s6 � �3 +p15i253352 V s4 � 4 +p15i283655 V 2s2+ p15i263758 V 2s+ 45� 11p15i21331158 V 3:Again, with the unbarred functionsSn(z) = �(z)2	(z) Cn(z)3;conjugation of the coe�cients of TV yields the un-barred resolvents.
4C. Parametrized Families of Valentiner GroupsThe algorithms that solve given resolvents RY or TVemploy an iteration of a dynamical system hY (w)or hV (w) that belongs to a family of maps param-etrized by Y = (Y1; Y2) or V , and each memberof which is conjugate to h19(y). The �rst task isto parametrize by Y and V families of Valentinergroups. Each such group supports a conic-�xing 19-map the computation of which follows that of itsconjugate, h19(y).

Invariant building-blocks. Success in �nding a 19-mapfor arbitrary Y or V (with the exception of the sin-gular values Y (fX(z) = 0g) of Y and the values 0,1,1 of V ) requires provision only of basic invariantforms FY ;�Y ;	Y ;XY or FV ;�V ;	V ;XV ;parametrized by Y and V . In turn, the latter threeof each type depend on the single forms FY and FV .Much of this development amounts to keepingtrack of coordinates. The Valentiner actions Vz andVy on the respective planes C P 2z and C P 2y are thesame|the parameter z merely replaces y. Thinkof these as a parameter and reference space respec-tively.To obtain a parametrized sixth-degree form in thegeneral case, we proceed as follows:
(1) Compose F (z) with a certain family of maps �z(w)each of which is Vz-equivariant and linear in w.(The w-space C P 2w is the iteration space.)
(2) Express the coe�cients of the w monomials interms of F (z), �(z), and 	(z).
(3) Convert these coe�cients to expressions in Y1and Y2|as in the derivation of RY .The special case requires more care.
(1) Compose F (z) with a select family of maps �z(w)each of which is Vz-equivariant and linear in w.
(2) Restrict to fF (z) = 0g and express the coe�-cients of the w monomials in terms of �(z), 	(z).(The choice of �z(w) becomes signi�cant at thisstage; see below.)
(3) Divide through by any overall factors in � and	 to obtain a polynomial whose degree in z isa multiple of 60|the degree of V|and thenexpress the result in terms of V .
Sixth-degree forms in the two-parameter case. Considerthe family of mapsy = �z(w)= �F (z)4z�w1+�F (z)h19(z)�w2+k25(z)w3;which are of degree 25 in z and projective transfor-mations in w. Here k25(z) is the equivariant whoseexpression in \Hermitian coordinates" isk25(z) = rF (rF (z)):



232 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 8 (1999), No. 3(We use the term \Hermitian" because each T inV3�360 satis�es TT T = I.)With �z, one constructs a z-parametrized familyof Valentiner groups Vw = ��1z Vy�z each member ofwhich acts on C P 2w. By construction, this familypossesses an equivariance property: for T 2 Vz;Vy,�Tz(w) = T�z(w):Hence, F (�Tz(w)) = F (�z(w))so that the w-coe�cients of F (�z(w)) are Vz-invari-ant and thereby expressible in terms of the basicforms F (z), �(z), 	(z), and X(z). However, sincethe degree in z of each w-coe�cent is 6 � 25 = 150,an odd power of X(z) cannot appear in the decom-position of these coe�cients into polynomials in thebasic invariants. Being V3�360-invariant, X2 decom-poses into a polynomial in F , �, and 	; see equa-tion (2{1) on page 222. Thus, each coe�cient is acombination of the forms of degrees 6, 12, and 30.After division by an appropriate power of F (z) aswell as a simplifying numerical factor �, the resultis expressible in terms of Y1 and Y2:
FY (w) = F (�z(w))�F (z)25 : (4–1)

The coe�cients of the Y monomials in a w-coe�cientare solutions to a system of linear equations. The�ve-page explicit expression for this fundamentalform can be found in [Crass 1997a; 1997b, pp. 64{68].An important matter concerns the degeneration of�z(w) where the determinant j�zj vanishes. TakingzT , h19(z)T , and k25(z)T to be column vectors, wecan writej�zj = ��� F (z)4zT F (z)h19(z)T k25(z)T ���= F (z)5 ��� zT h19(z)T k25(z)T ���= �1458F (z)5X(z):The �nal equality follows by uniqueness of X as adegree-45 invariant and evaluation of j�zj, F (z), andX(z) at a single point. Thus, the square of j�zj is

expressible in F (z), �(z), and 	(z) alone. In termsof Y ,j�zj2 = 14582F 10X2= 432F 25 (Y1+20Y 21 +204Y 31 +1094Y 41+3271Y 51 +3078Y 61 +1404Y 71 +18Y2+198Y1Y2+954Y 21 Y2�198Y 31 Y2�5508Y 41 Y2+1944Y 51 Y2�648Y 22 �7776Y1Y 22�5832Y 21 Y 22 +11664Y 32 ): (4–2)

The special case. Take the family of maps�z(w) = �72�(z)4z�w1+ �	(z)h19(z)�w2 + �24�(z)2k25(z)�w3;having z-degree 49 and w-degree one. The integercoe�cients have been chosen so that, in bub�22-coor-dinates, the point[w1; w2; w3] = [1; 1; 1]corresponds to the maprF (z)�rX(z)associated with the 2-form dF ^ dX. As in the gen-eral situation, �Tz(w) = T�z(w)so that F (�Tz(w)) = F (�z(w)):Thus the w-coe�cients are Vz-invariant and therebyexpressible in terms of the basic forms F (z), �(z),	(z), and X(z). Since the degree in z of F (�z(w))is 6 �49 = 294, odd powers of X(z) cannot take partin the basic invariant decomposition of these coef-�cients. Furthermore, restriction of the parameterspace C P 2z to fF (z) = 0g yields coe�cients in �(z)and 	(z) alone. Finally, since 294 = 22 � 12 + 30 =2 � 12 + 9 � 30, the restriction F (�z(w))jfF (z)=0g isdivisible by �(z)2	(z). Hence,F (�z(w))jfF (z)=0g = ��(z)2	(z)9FV (w);where � is a simplifying numerical factor and FV (w)is a polynomial that is degree four in V and degreesix in w. The expression for FV (w) also appears in[Crass 1997b, pp. 68{69].Since the parameter space gets restricted tofF (z) = 0g;



Crass: Solving the Sextic by Iteration: A Study in Complex Geometry and Dynamics 233j�zj should not vanish there. In fact, 49 is the lowestdegree in which this fails to occur for three projec-tively distinct maps. Explicitly,j�zj = ��� 72�4(z)zT 	(z)h19(z)T 24�2(z)k25(z)T ���= 24 � 72�4(z)	(z)�2(z) ���z h19(z) k25(z)���= 2739�(z)6	(z)X(z):Furthermore, on fF (z) = 0g, the expression (2{1)for X2 reduces toX2 = � 181 (8�5	� 3	3) = �	381 �8 �5	2 � 3�= �	381 �8 3V8 � 3� = �	327 (V � 1):Consequently,j�zj2 = �214315�12	5(V � 1)= �214315�2	9 �10	4 (V � 1)= �214315�2	9�3V8 �2(V � 1)= �28317�2	9V 2(V � 1):
The remaining basic invariants. The forms of degrees12, 30, and 45 arise from the sixth-degree invariantas before. However, a parametrized change of co-ordinates requires special handling. Under y = Ax,the Hessian Hx, the bordered Hessian BHx, and theJacobian Jx transform asHx(F (y)) = ATHy(F (y))A;BHx(F (y); G(y)) =�AT 00 1�BHy(F (y); G(y))�A 00 1� ;Jx(F (y); G(y);K(y)) = Jy(F (y); G(y);K(y))A;where the subscripts x, y indicate the di�erentiationvariable. As for transformation of the respectivedeterminants:��Hx(F (y))�� = jAj2 ��Hy(F (y))��;��BHx(F (y); G(y))�� = jAj2 ��BHy(F (y); G(y))��;��Jx(F (y); G(y);K(y))�� = jAj��Jy(F (y); G(y);K(y))��:

For the parametrized change of coordinates y =�z(w), let�Y (w) = �� ��Hw(FY (w))��;	Y (w) = �	 ��BHw(FY (w);�Y (w))��;XY (w) = �X ��Jw(FY (w);�Y (w);	Y (w))��;where the constants ��, �	, �X are thosed de�nedin Section 2E (page 221). Then we have�(y) = �� ��Hy(F (y))��= �� ��Hy(F (�z(w)))��= �� j�zj�2 ��Hw(�F (z)25FY (w))��= ��j�zj2 (�F (z)25)3 ��Hw(FY (w))��
= (�F (z)25)3j�zj2 �Y (w); (4–3)	(y) = �	 ��BHy(F (y);�(y))��= �	 ��BHy(F (�z(w));�(�z(w)))��= �	 j�zj�2 ���BHw��F (z)25FY (w);(�F (z)25)3j�zj2 �Y (w)����= (�F (z)25)8j�zj6 	Y (w); (4–4)and X(y) = �X ��Jy(F (y);�(y);	(y))��= (�F (z)25)12j�zj9 XY (w): (4–5)With y = �z(w), similar calculations lead to theone-parameter forms:�(y) = (��(z)2	(z)9)3j�zj2 �V (w)

	(y) = (��(z)2	(z)9)8j�zj6 	V (w)
X(y) = (��(z)2	(z)9)12j�zj9 XV (w):

The 19-maps. With an invariant system in place foreach (nonsingular) value of Y (or V ), production ofthe degree-19 map that preserves all 12 of the conicsproceeds as before:
(1) determine a 64-map (f64)Y (w) that vanishes atfXY (w) = 0g;
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(2) compute (f19)Y (w) = (f64)Y (w)=XY (w);
(3) compute the conic-�xing map hY (w).In fact, the previous calculations in the coordinatesfy1; y2; y3g provide a framework for those at hand.Into the y-expressions involving F (y), �(y), 	(y),and X(y) as well as the maps  16(y), '34(y), andf40(y) substitute the appropriate terms in Y andw, namely, FY (w), �Y (w), 	Y (w), XY (w),  Y (w),'Y (w), and fY (w). The substitutions for the invari-ants appear in equation (4{1) on page 232 and in(4{3), (4{4), and (4{5) on the preceding page. Con-cerning maps, they transform as the coe�cients of2-forms. In terms of the cross-product, for u = Ax,rx(F (u))�rx(G(u))= ATruF (u)� ATruG(u)= jAT j((AT )�1)T �ruF (u)�ruG(u)�= jAjA�1�ruF (u)�ruG(u)�:Accordingly, (y) = ryF (y)�ry�(y)= �zj�zj�rw��F (z)25FY (w)��rw�(�F (z)25)3j�zj2 �Y (w)��= (�F (z)25)4j�zj3 �zrwFY (w)�rw �Y (w)

= (�F (z)25)4j�zj3 �z( Y (w));
'(y) = ryF (y)�ry	(y)= 1j�zj �z�rw��F (z)25FY (w)��rw�(�F (z)25)8j�zj6 	Y (w)��= (�F (z)25)9j�zj7 �z('Y (w));andf(y) = ry�(y)�ry	(y)= 1j�zj �z�rw�(�F (z)25)3j�zj2 �Y (w)��rw�(�F (z)25)8j�zj6 	Y (w)��

= (�F (z)25)11j�zj9 �z(fY (w)):The one-parameter maps transform as follows: (y) = (��(z)2	(z)9)4j�zj3 �z( Y (w))
'(y) = (��(z)2	(z)9)9j�zj7 �z('Y (w))
f(y) = (��(z)2	(z)9)11j�zj9 �z(fY (w)):Making the substitutions into the expression forf64(y) yields a collection of maps (f64)Y (w) each ofwhich is divisible by XY (w). Finally, substitutioninto the formula for the canonical map h19(y) sup-plies the conic-�xing family hY (w). The explicit cal-culations appear in [Crass 1997b, pp. 68{69].

General expressions for the canonical 19-map. Each w-coe�cient in hz(w) = ��1z (h19(�z(w)))is a polynomial in Y1 and Y2 with z-degreedegz hz(w) � 21 � 25 = 19 � 25 + 2 � 25= 12 � 40 + 45 = 30 � 16 + 45:The factor j�zj�1 due to ��1z does not a�ect the mapon C P 2, so we neglect it. After dividing away afactor of X(z), the polynomial map hY (w) satis�esdegY1 hY (w) � 40 degY2 hY (w) � 16:Hence, one �nds the coe�cients of the w monomialsby solving, for each term, 353 linear equations.In the one-parameter case,hz(w) = ��1z (h19(�z(w)))anddegz hz(w) � 21�49 = 12�82+45 = 12�2+30�32+45:Thus, on fF (z) = 0g, the map hz(w) is divisible by�(z)2X(z), so thatdegz � hz(w)�(z)2X(z)� = 60 � 16; degV hV (w) � 16:
4D. Symmetry Lost, a Root FoundUnder Conjecture 3.13, the trajectory fhk19(y0)g con-verges to a pair of 72-points for almost any y0 2C P 2y. Being conjugate to h19(y), the maps hY (w)share this property for points in C P 2w. Breaking the



Crass: Solving the Sextic by Iteration: A Study in Complex Geometry and Dynamics 235A6 symmetry of RY (u) = 0 quali�es hY (w) for a rolein root �nding. An analogous treatment applies inthe one-parameter case.
Root selection. Consider the rational function�Jz(w) = ��z(w)3F (z)	(�z(w)) ;where ��z(w) = 6Xm=1 Yn6=mC�n(�z(w))C �m(z):At a 72-point pair fq1; q2g = ��1z (fp �ab1 ; p �ab2g) in wspace, �ve of the six terms in ��z(w) vanish. Theresult is a \selection" of one of the six roots U�a(z)of RY (u):�Jz(fq1; q2g) = �Qn6=aC�n(fp �ab1 ; p �ab2g)�3	(fp �ab1 ; p �ab2g) C�a(z)3F (z)= U�a(z)� :Here � is the value of	(fp �ab1 ; p �ab2g)�Qn6=aC�n(fp �ab1 ; p �ab2g)�3 ;which is constant on O72:� = 6561(279 + 145p15i)2 :In light of the Vz-invariance of ��z(w), �Jz also en-joys this property and so, presents a second facewhich expresses itself in Y and w. Sincedegz ��z(w) = 252 = 10 � 25 + 2 = 6 � 42;it transforms by ��Y (w) = ��z(w)�F (z)42where � is a simplifying factor for the coe�cientsover w. Each coe�cient is a polynomial in Y1 andY2 whose coe�cients satisfy a system of linear equa-tions. (See [Crass 1997a] for the lengthy expressionof the polynomial ��Y (w).) Now, let TY be the poly-nomial in Y1 and Y2 that satis�esj�zj2 = F (z)25TY ;see (4{2) on page 232. Then, from (4{4),	(�z(w))= (�F (z)25)8(F (z)25TY )3 	Y (w)= �8F (z)125T 3Y 	Y (w):

Finally, �JY (w) = �3�8 (TY ��Y (w))3	Y (w) :In the one-parameter case, the above developmentgoes through with �Jz(w) and ��z(w) replaced by�Kz(w) = �(z)2�z(w)3	(z)	(�z(w))and ��z(w) = 6Xm=1 Yn6=mC�n(�z(w))C �m(z):
First of all, there is the transformation of ��z(w)under �z on fF (z) = 0g:��V (w) = ��z(w)jfF (z)=0g�(z)	(z)16 :(See [Crass 1997a] for the expression of this poly-nomial.) Furthermore, restricting to fF (z) = 0gyields, on the one hand, a root of TV (s)�Kz(fq1; q2g) = S�a(z)�and, on the other,�KV (w) = �(z)2��(z)	(z)16 ��V (w)�3 j�zj6(��(z)2	(z)9)8	V (w)= �293503V 5(V � 1)3 ��V (w)�8	V (w) :
The algorithm. Now within reach are the ingredientsrequired for preparation of a root-�nding algorithm;see [Crass 1997a] for an implementation. To sum-marize the procedure:
(1) Select a value A = (A1; A2) of Y = (Y1; Y2) and,thereby, a sixth-degree resolvent RA(u). (Forsake of description, let z 2 Y �11 (A1) \ Y �12 (A2).The algorithm actually �nds a root without ex-plicitly inverting Y1 or Y2.)
(2) From an initial point w0 2 C P 2w, iterate the maphA(w) to convergence:hnA(w0) �! fq1; q2g 2 (O72)w � C P 2w:As output take the pair of approximate 72-pointsin C P 2wfp1; p2g � fq1; q2g = f��1z (pab1); ��1z (pab2)g:
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(3) Using p1 or p2, approximate a root of RA(u):U�a(z) � � �JA(p1)= ��3 (TA ��A(p1))3�8	A(p1)= 279394(11 + 3p15i) TA ��A(p1))3	A(p1) :Performing the corresponding steps in the specialcase produces an approximate solution to the V -resolvent TV0(s) given an initial choice V0 of V :S�a(z) � � �KV0(p1)= �29350�3V05(V0 � 1)3 ��V0(p1)�8	V0(p1)= �255�96(11 + 3p15i) V05(V0 � 1)3 ��V0(p1)	V0(p1) :
4E. Getting All the RootsBecause a pair of 72-points lies on one barred conic,the algorithm above determines just one of the sixroots of the selected resolvent. This manifests theiteration's failure to break the galois symmetry com-pletely; the stabilizer of a 72-point is a D5. Fromthe coe�cient �eld of the resolvent RA(u), the al-gorithm leads to an extended �eld K whose galoisgroup G(�=K) is D5. Of course, � is the splitting�eld for RA.Finding all six roots calls for a dynamical systemthat converges to 6-cycles in a 360 point orbit and aroot selector function that gives equations in all theroots. This would likely complicate the associatedformulas.
APPENDIX: SEEING IS BELIEVINGFigures 9{12 provide empirical dynamical informa-tion for some of the special maps discussed in thetext. They were created using the program Dy-namics [Nusse and Yorke 1994] running on a Sil-icon Graphics Indigo-2, and have a resolution of720� 720.The �rst three images are the product of the BASroutine, which colors a grid-cell if the trajectory ofthe cell's center gets close enough to a speci�ed at-tractor to guarantee ultimate attraction to it. Thecolor depends upon the destination. If, in a speci�ednumber of iterations, the center's trajectory fails toconverge to an attractor, the cell's color is black.

For Figure 9, which shows the basins of  16 re-stricted to a 45-line, the attractors are the 45-points,which lie in the large basins near the center. The�gure suggests that most points converge to one ofthese attractors. Does this happen for almost everypoint? Or do the black specks contain sets of pos-itive measure whose forward orbits fail to convergeto one of the four attractive 45-points? The BASalgorithm checked 60 iterates before giving up ondetermining convergency.Figure 10 shows the basins of the conic-�xing maph19 restricted to one of the invariant conics. Six at-tracting orbits are known, each consisting of a pairof 72-points. Each basin is the one-dimensional in-tersection of a two-dimensional basin in C P 2. Doesthe backward orbit of these basins �ll out C P 2 inmeasure? (This is the second part of Conjecture3.13.)Figure 11 shows the same map, but this time re-stricted to one of the bub-R P 2s| speci�cally R�22,with the 1-point orbit p �22 at the origin and the 1-line orbit L�22 at in�nity. The chosen coordinatesmake evident the map's D5 symmetry. Along theunit circle is the 10-point orbit of 72-points p �aa1;2,with a = 1; 3; 4; 5; 6. The �ve lines of reective sym-metry passing through (0; 0) are a�ne lines in the�ve R P 1 intersections with R�22 of both the 45-linesL2a2a and the R�aa, for a = 1; 3; 4; 5; 6. The �gurereveals repelling behavior along the R P 1 where theR P 2 meets one of the 45-lines left invariant by bub�22.Only the �ve period-2 cycles of 72-points appear asattractors. No black specks are seen; their presencewould compromise Conjecture 3.13. Several magni-�ed views of this basin plot appear in [Crass 1997a].Figure 12 is a partial plot using the BA algorithmof Dynamics, which colors whole trajectories of cells,thereby manifesting some aspects of the dynamics.(See [Nusse and Yorke 1994, pp. 269 �.] for a morethorough description of BA).Many of the points in the strip are mapped in-side the hazy pentagon whose vertices lie on the 45-lines|the inner star is nearly �lled. Around thispentagon is the outer star-like piece of the criticalset shown in Figure 15. Futhermore, the pentagonseems to be the image of the inner pentagonal oval.Accordingly, the map folds the plane along the pen-tagon's edges just outside of which the 72-pointsmake their presence seen in the dense streaks at
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FIGURE 9. Basin of attraction of thedegree-16 map  16 restricted to a 45-line;each color represents one of the fourattracting 45-points. The black specksindicate points for which no attraction toone of these four points was detected after60 iterations.

FIGURE 10. Dynamics of the degree-19map with icosahedral symmetry onC [ f1g. Almost all points are attractedto a pair of antipodal vertices. Each of thesix colors corresponds to such a pair; thethree large basins each contain a vertex.For the conic-�xing h19, the basin plot oneach conic is conjugate to this one.
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FIGURE 11. R P 2 dynamics of h19. Thevertical and horizontal scales are roughlyfrom �2 to 2. The large radial basins areimmediate, i.e., each contains one of the72-points and come in pairs as do theperiod-2 attractors. Notice the repellingbehavior along the 45-lines andparticularly at their intersection in the36-point p �22.

FIGURE 12. More R P 2 dynamics of h19.The vertical strip on the left is a copy ofthe same area in Figure 11; the rest of the�gure shows trajectories, coloredaccording to their destinations, of thepoints in the strip.
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FIGURE 13. Con�guration of 72-lines on a bub-R P 2.Under bub�22, the �ve pairs of 72-lines fL�aa1 ;L�aa2g,for a = 1; 3; 4; 5; 6, map to themselves. Accord-ingly, each line meets R�22 in an R P 1. The pic-ture shows their con�guration in the a�ne planeof Figures 11 and 12. A given pair L�aa1 and L�aa2passes through the 72-points p �aa2 and p �aa1 respec-tively; they intersect in the corresponding repellingand �xed 36-point p �aa:
p �aa1;2 . Compare this pattern of streaks to that of the72-lines given in Figure 13. Since C�a and Ca are tan-gent to R�aa at p �aa1;2 , the icosahedral 19-map opensup a triangular angle of �=3 to 4�=3. Thus, the be-havior at a 72-point consists of \fourth-powering".Figure 14 displays this local squeezing. (Figures 13{15 were produced using Mathematica.)
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FIGURE 15. Contour plot of the critical set of h19,the sixth-degree curve fF = 0g, on R�22. At the 10inection points are the superattracting 72-points.Further computation suggests that fG48 = 0g hitsthe R P 2 in a discrete set. Might this set consist onlyof the singular 72-points?
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FIGURE 14. Image on a bub-R P 2 of a 36-line under h19. The lower horizontal line is the R P 1 intersection of R�22and the 36-line associated with the pair of green 72-points from the basin plots. The curve is the image of theline under h19. Sitting at the sharp cusps are the 72-points exchanged by the map. As indicated in the captionto Figure 12, the line folds over at these critical points. The upper two sharp turns are not critical values; theyoccur where the line passes through the yellow and red \streaks" that approximate 72-lines.
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